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Abstract 
Chair: Kristina I. Håkansson 
Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) form complexes with deoxyribonucleic acids, proteins, other 
RNAs, and smaller ligands. Detailed knowledge of RNA interaction sites provides a 
basis for understanding functions. With limited analytical techniques available to obtain 
deeper understanding of RNA structure, negative ion mode mass spectrometry (MS) 
has the potential to significantly expand RNA primary, secondary, tertiary, and 
quarternary structure information. This dissertation presents novel MS methods for 
characterizing RNAs and their complexes.   
 Negative-ion electron capture dissociation (niECD) involves ~3.5-6.5 eV electron 
irradiation to yield charge-increased intermediates that further undergo radical-driven 
fragmentation. The proposed niECD mechanism involves gas-phase zwitterionic 
structures in which nucleobases are protonated and the phosphate backbone is 
deprotonated. We found that electron-capture efficiency is higher for purine 
nucleobases compared with pyrimidines and that purine radicals are more stable, 
presumably because purines have higher proton affinities and can form intramolecular 
hydrogen bonds. niECD efficiency decreases with increased charge state due to 
Coulomb repulsion. We show that gas-phase proton-transfer reactions can be combined 
with niECD for improved performance.  
 Electrospray ionization (ESI) of a model RNA hairpin from native-like (10 mM 
ammonium acetate) and methanol-containing (up to 50%) solvents resulted in identical 
charge state distributions, suggesting a minor methanol effect on overall conformation. 
Experimentally determined collision cross sections (CCSs) for the 5- and 6- charge 
states of this RNA are smaller (789 Å2 and 830Å2, respectively) than those predicted 
from the NMR structure. Replica-exchange molecular dynamics showed that these 
charge states adopt globular collapsed structures due to self-solvation whereas the 7- 
charge state showed hairpin retention. Higher charge states showed extended 
structures (higher CCSs). Ligand (e.g., paromomycin) binding assays at varied 
		
	 xviii	
methanol content resulted in strongest binding at 0% methanol (64+6 nM KD). However 
the KD remained within one standard deviation up to 50% methanol, suggesting that the 
binding site is mainly unperturbed in methanol. Assays at varied pHs showed strongest 
binding at neutral pH. Overall, these data suggest that moderate methanol 
concentrations, which facilitate ESI, can be tolerated in native RNA MS. 
 Crosslinking techniques coupled with MS provide an alternative tool for 
identifying RNA interaction sites. We show that collisional activation can provide full 
sequence coverage of the RNA moiety within non-covalent RNA-peptide complexes; 
however complexes are disrupted, resulting in loss of site-specific information. By 
contrast, niECD, in combination with infrared multiphoton dissociation provided 
sufficient sequence coverage while retaining non-covalent interactions. We also show 
that IR irradiation at 10.6 µm selectively dissociates RNA-peptide crosslinked species 
within a peptide mixture due to resonance absorption by phosphate groups, thus 
allowing identification of such species.  
 Microfluidics is a highly efficient technology for biological analysis. Microfluidic-
type approaches, including nano-ESI and nano-LC, coupled with MS provide several 
advantages, e.g., limited sample consumption and enhanced sensitivity. In order to 
disseminate microfluidic principles, we developed a 2-week (8 hour) laboratory 
experiment for an undergraduate analytical chemistry course. Students are introduced 
to soft lithography concepts by designing/characterizing their own agar-based 
microfluidic chips. They learn about fluid dynamics by approaching the challenge of 
mixing in microfluidic channels. By varying solvent viscosity and channel geometries, 
terms that govern the Reynolds number, students achieve mixing. The optimal chip 
geometry/solvent condition is used to quantify salicylic acid-/iron (III) complex by 
colorimetric analysis.  
 Overall, this dissertation describes the utility of MS (and its associated tools) for 
the study of RNA, RNA-small molecule, and RNA-protein complexes. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
With the discovery of the double helix structure of deoxyribonucleic acid(s) (DNAs), by 
James Watson and Francis Crick in the early 1950s, came along what is now known as 
the central dogma of molecular biology.1-3 This central dogma states that DNA is 
transcribed to ribonucleic acids (RNAs), which are later translated to proteins, detailing 
the transfer of genetic information from the genome to the proteome. DNA carries the 
genetic code and contains thousands of genes, which determine the sequences of 
proteins. A protein sequence ultimately dictates its structure and function, and directs 
cellular processes. Proteins are synthesized based on unique transfer (t)RNA sequence 
and code carried by messenger (m)RNA. Protein synthesis takes place in ribosomes, 
which contain protein and ribosomal (r)RNA subunits. The proteome, constituting the 
workhorse of the cell, has been extensively studied in the fields of chemistry, 
biochemistry, biology, biophysics, etc. Furthermore, the structure and function of RNAs 
which code for proteins have been extensively studied.4 However, the roles of non-
coding (nc)RNAs are understudied and often underappreciated.  
ncRNAs were discovered as a new class of RNAs through the remarkable 
technological feat of The Human Genome Project.5-8 In fact, only about 1-3% of our 
genome actually codes for functional proteins. Every day, new functions for these 
ncRNAs are being discovered. RNAs and their complexes (with other nucleic acids, 
proteins, and small molecules, etc.) play vital roles in cell biology, drug discovery, and 
have been shown to have catalytic activity, which has been the major driving force of 
the RNA world hypothesis (e.g., ribozymes).9 To perform these diverse functions, RNA 
molecules adopt unique three-dimensional structures.10-16 It is of upmost importance, 
therefore, to develop analytical methods to study the structures of RNAs and their 
complexes to gain more insight into function.  
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1.1 RNA Structure and Function 
 
RNAs are macromolecular polymers made up of nucleotides. Nucleotides are 
composed of a heterocyclic nitrogenous base, a ribose sugar, and a phosphate group. 
RNAs contain two purine bases, adenine (A) and guanine (G), and two pyrimidine 
bases: cytosine (C) and uracil (U). Nucleotides are connected via the 3’ hydroxyl of one 
nucleotide to the 5’ hydroxyl of the adjacent nucleotide, thus forming the sequence of 
RNAs. One notable example of the importance of RNA sequence is in mRNA. The 
coding region of mRNA must be unfolded for genetic information to be translated.11,17 
Secondary structure is dominated by non-covalent interactions in the form of 
complementary Watson-Crick base pairing (Figure 1.1). Other non-canonical base 
pairing (e.g., Hoogsteen base pairing) forms various secondary structures, such as 
helices, hairpin stem-loops, hammerhead, and pseudoknots, just to name a few (Figure 
1.2).  
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Figure 1.1: (a) Watson-Crick base pairing. (b) Hoogsteen base pairing. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of RNA folding beginning with an unstructured species, to a 
structured secondary fold, which includes a series of stem loops and junctions. Further 
folding results in a detailed tertiary structure, consisting of various interactions. PDB ID: 
1EHZ18; crystal structure of yeast phenylalanine tRNA at 1.93 Å resolution. 
 
RNA can further adopt a variety of complex tertiary structures. Tertiary structures are 
formed due to the presence of high rotational freedom along the backbone and its non-
base paired regions. Thus, tertiary structures involve the formation of base triplets and 
base backbone interactions, such as those found in tRNA. In order for RNAs to perform 
their biological functions, they form complexes with DNAs, proteins, other RNA 
molecules, and smaller ligands. Notable biological functions of RNA complexes include 
pre-transfer RNA (pre-tRNA) processing and major roles in protein synthesis (rRNA).  
Despite the apparent simplicity of RNA, being composed of only four main 
building blocks, RNAs have the propensity to fold into more than one secondary and 
tertiary stable state. Non-native folded states can be as stable as their native state 
counterparts, trapping the RNA in a non-active state. RNA and other molecules often 
interact in a transient manner and, for this reason, the study of RNA structure present 
many analytical challenges. Furthermore, detailed knowledge of interaction sites within 
RNA complexes provides a profound basis for understanding their functions. Many 
biophysical techniques have been employed to study interaction sites of RNA 
complexes, including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray 
crystallography. Not only does NMR provide high-resolution structures but it can also 
provide dynamic information whereas many other methods cannot.19-22 Demands for 
high spectral resolution, however, drastically increases as the size of the molecule 
increases.23 X-ray crystallography can provide up to atomic resolution structures but the 
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quality of crystallography data strongly depends on the quality of the grown crystal and 
because, RNAs are very dynamic systems, the ability to solve the phase problem 
becomes increasingly difficult when a crystal is obtained.24 Both NMR spectroscopy and 
X-ray crystallography also suffer from their high sample requirement. FRET (Förster 
resonance energy transfer) spectroscopy is a powerful technique for studying molecular 
interactions inside living cells. FRET efficiency is dependent on the distance between 
the FRET donor and acceptor and is highest when both donor and acceptor are 
positioned within the Förster radius, thus presenting a distance constraint limiting the 
elucidation of overall structure.25,26 Mass spectrometry (MS), on the other hand, is a 
very powerful and versatile technique used to study a plethora of chemical and 
biological systems. Applications of MS include the analysis of aerosols, small 
molecules, nucleic acids, peptides and proteins, and carbohydrates. MS, a label-free 
method, provides complementary information to many chemical and biophysical 
techniques as well as several technological advantages, which include high-throughput 
analysis, increased selectivity, detection limits, and limited sample consumption. MS 
has emerged as a powerful technique for studying RNA structure, and interactions with 
other biologically relevant molecules.27-30   
 
1.2 Mass Spectrometry 
 
1.2.1 Ion Generation 
 
Electrospray ionization (ESI) is a soft ionization technique used for the formation of 
gaseous ions. The advent of ESI has allowed for large macromolecules to be introduced 
into the gas phase relatively or entirely intact.31-34 ESI produces multiply charged ions, 
which, even for large macromolecules, can be analyzed with a mass analyzer of limited 
mass-to-charge (m/z) range. ESI works by placing a capillary at high voltage a few 
centimeters away from the inlet of a mass spectrometer, serving as a counter electrode, 
and forcing a solution with a desired analyte through this capillary. The electric field 
generated by the high voltage results in charge accumulation at the end of the capillary 
and, as a result, pulls the meniscus of the liquid into  a Taylor cone. The Taylor cone is 
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pulled into a jet, and further into charged aerosolized droplets. The origin of gas phase 
ions from these charged droplets is still an ongoing area of research but the three 
widely accepted mechanisms are the charge residue mechanism (CRM)35, the ion 
evaporation mechanism (IEM),36 and, more recently, the chain ejection mechanism 
(CEM).37 In all mechanisms, fission of the charged droplets occurs when they reach the 
Rayleigh limit (Figure 1.3), given by the Rayleigh Equation 1.138:  
 
ZR=4π ε0γR
3 1/2                                                                                          (Equation 1.1) 
 
in which ZR is the charge on the droplet, ε is the permittivity of the surrounding medium, 
γ is the surface tension of the solvent and R is the radius of the droplet.  
Large globular molecules (e.g., biomolecules) are believed to follow the CRM. In 
CRM, many stages of droplet fission occurs until evaporation of solvent from ultimate 
droplets leads to ionized versions of their contents, i.e., single analyte molecules. By 
contrast, in the IEM, droplet charge density is depleted by ion evaporation from the 
surface of the droplets. The IEM mechanism has been proposed for low-molecular 
weight analytes. Finally, the CEM has been proposed for unfolded polymers. As 
polymers become unfolded, they become more hydrophobic, thus making it unfavorable 
for the polymer to remain in the droplet. As a consequence, the polymer migrates to the 
surface of the droplet and is later ejected into the gas phase.     
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of possible mechanisms for formation of gaseous 
ions in ESI: (a) IEM, (b) CRM, and (c) CEM.  
 
1.2.1 Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR 
MS)  
 
FT-ICR MS provides unmatched resolution and mass accuracy compared with other 
mass analyzers because the principle of analysis is independent of the kinetic energy 
and instead measures the cyclotron frequency of an ion in a homogenous magnetic 
field. From the first introduction of FT-ICR by Comisarow and Marshall in 1974, the 
technology has grown immensely pushing the boundaries of high mass resolution and 
mass accuracy.40-46 The main components of the FT-ICR instruments used for this 
disseration include an electrospray ionization source and source optics, a quadrupole 
(Q) interface, ion transfer optics, and the ICR Infinity Cell.  
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a SolariX ESI-Q-7-T FT-ICR (Bruker Daltonics) 
retrofitted with CO2 IR laser.  
 
A sample is introduced into the Apollo II ionization source where the sample is 
subjected to the electrospray process by means of a strong electric field between the 
ESI capillary and the spray shield. A nebulizer gas, N2, helps aerosolize the sample 
solution. The nebulizing gas also helps to direct the spray toward the mass 
spectrometer. A heated drying gas, also N2, flows in the opposite direction of the stream 
of droplets entering the spray chamber. The heated gas aids in volatilization and 
desolvation, which in turn aids in the overall ionization of the sample. It also helps carry 
away any uncharged material. The nebulizing gas also helps guide the sample aerosol 
past the spray shield at temperatures ranging from 100°C to 400°C. There is an electric 
field between the spray capillary, which is at ground potential for safety reasons, and a 
negatively (or positively, if operating in negative-ion mode) biased metal-coated glass 
capillary. The off-axis geometry of the Apollo II source helps prevent neutrals from 
clogging and corroding the glass capillary.  
Ions generated by the electrospray event enter the first vacuum stage of the 
mass spectrometer through the glass capillary. Exiting the capillary, ions are deflected 
into the first ion funnel with assistance of a deflector plate. The entrance of the ion 
funnel is biased with a voltage. An electric field is formed when this voltage is dropped 
over the length of the ion funnel down to its last element at the first skimmer, thus 
directing ions into the instrument. An RF field is also applied to the first ion funnel and, 
together with collisions, helps focus ions through the aperture of the skimmer. After 
passing through the first skimmer, ions enter a second funnel with another voltage 
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leading to the second skimmer. The dual ion funnel/skimmer system improves overall 
ion transmission efficiency through ESI-MS interfaces.    
The ion funnel consists of a series of cylindrical ring electrodes (equally spaced) 
of decreasing inner diameter, enabling the spatially dispersed ion cloud entering the ion 
funnel to be effectively focused to a smaller radial size for efficient ion transmission.47 
The ion funnel technology has been incorporated in other areas of mass spectrometry, 
including the stacked ring ion guides used in traveling wave ion mobility instruments 
(discussed later).48,49  
After passing through the second skimmer, ions enter the source octopole.50 This 
octopole consists of eight cylindrical, parallel rods with an RF voltage applied on the 
rods. The polarity of the RF-voltage is opposite from one adjacent rod to another. The 
applied RF voltage confines ions radially, whereas collisions with neutral gas molecules 
cool the ions. The octopole serves as an ion guide, it focuses ions and transports them 
efficiently from a high-pressure region to the high vacuum region of the mass 
spectrometer. The basic principles of the octopole are discussed in the quadrupole 
section below. The SolariX instrument is equipped with a split octopole to introduce ions 
from both the electrospray source and a chemical ionization source.  
The quadrupole mass filter uses the stability of the trajectories in oscillating 
electric fields to filter ions based on their m/z ratios. A quadrupole consists of four 
cylindrical, parallel metal rods. Two of the opposite rods have an applied potential of U + 
Vcos(ωt) and the other two rods having an applied potential of – [U + Vcos(ωt)], in which 
U is the resolving DC potential and Vcos(ωt) is the applied RF potential. The ions travel 
under the influence of the RF field superimposed on the DC field.  Ions are accelerated 
radially by the electric field in the space between the rods (x and y direction) and 
maintain their velocity along the z axis. Ion trajectories will be stable if the values of x 
and y never reaches the value of r0 (ions do not hit the rods). The motion of ions within 
a quadrupole is governed by the Mathieu equations50: 
 
qu=
4eV
mr02Ω
2  au=
8eU
mr02Ω
2                                                                                 (Equation 1.2) 
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The Mathieu equations are reduced to two parameters, a and q, that describe ion 
stability within the quadrupole. U is the resolving DC potential and V is the zero-to-peak 
amplitude of the applied RF voltage, m is the mass of the ion, r0 is the inscribed radius 
of the quadrupole, e is the elementary charge  multiplied by the number of charges on 
the ion and Ω is the RF drive frequency (equal to 2πν and is constant for a given 
quadrupole). An important element of the above equations is the relationship between a 
and U and q and V. Parameter a is proportional to the applied DC voltage, whereas 
parameter q is proportional to the RF amplitude. Both are inversely proportional to m/z 
ratio. An a, q diagram is used to represent the regions of ion stability. Quadrupoles can 
be operated in RF/DC mode or RF-only mode. RF/DC mode is used for ion isolation by 
placing ions of interest on the apex of the stability diagram and forcing all other ions to 
be outside of the stability area. In RF-only mode, only an RF voltage is applied to the 
rods (U = 0 V), thus all ions have an a value equal to 0. As a consequence, all ions will 
lie on the q axis of the stability diagram with ions of decreasing mass at increasing q 
values. RF-only mode allows a large mass range of ions to pass through the quadrupole 
into the collision cell, where ions can be stored.   
The collision cell is a hexapole ion guide operating in RF-only mode. The 
principles of a hexapole are similar to those applying to the quadrupole (see above). A 
hexapole consist of six parallel rods placed symmetrically to form a long tube around 
the transfer axis. The rods are connected in pairs of three. An RF voltage is applied to 
the rods, with a polarity inverted from one rod to the next. The effective potential trap 
stores, and focuses the trajectories of the ions in two dimensions along the axis of the 
guide to the analyzer cell. A DC pole bias is added to the rods and pulsed between two 
values; the bias is set to one value when the ions enter the cell and then pulsed to a 
higher value to extract ions towards the ICR cell. The resulting difference between the 
DC on the source octopole and the DC on the hexapole collision cell while ions are 
entering the cell is the collision energy. This potential difference causes ions to collide 
with background neutral gases as they are accelerated into the cell. The collision cell is 
at an elevated pressure of ~1 x 10-3 mbar, typically Argon. Conditions are changed (to a 
larger potential difference) to induce fragmentation of mass-selected precursor ions via 
inelastic collisions. Product ions are trapped by low energy collisions with background 
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neutrals. Finally, ions are transferred to the analyzer cell by pulsing the DC bias voltage 
to an extraction value. Ion storage in the collision cell hexapole improves the duty cycle 
of the MS experiment. The SolariX instrument uses an RF-only hexapole to focus ions 
along the magnetic field axis into the ICR cell, allowing for high transmission efficiency.  
The magnetic and electric fields that are present govern ion motion in an ICR 
cell. The magnetic field acts on the component of the velocity of an that is perpendicular 
to the magnetic field axis (Equation 1.3).40,41  
 
F=qv ⨂B                                                                                       (Equation 1.3) 
 
The ion experiences a force (Lorentz force) that is perpendicular to both the direction of 
the magnetic field and to the velocity of the ion. The Lorentz force causes the ion motion 
to travel in a circular orbit perpendicular to the magnetic field (cyclotron motion). The 
cyclotron frequency is determined by magnetic field strength, the charge on an ion, and 
its mass (Equation 5).  
 
fc=
qB
2πm
                                                                                           (Equation 1.4) 
 
The cyclotron frequency is constant for an ion of given m/z and the radius of the 
cyclotron orbit depends on the kinetic energy of the ion.   
The Infinity Cell (FT-ICR analyzer; Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) is composed 
of a pair of trapping, excitation, and detection plates. The trapping plates are 
responsible for axially confining ions by applying DC potentials to the trapping 
electrodes. Trapping motion is an oscillating motion in which the ions oscillate along the 
z-axis due to the force experienced from the electric field present. A typical FT-ICR MS 
experiment consists of a series of events; the quench, the ionization, excitation, and 
detection events. During the quench event, the analyzer cell is emptied of any ions that 
may be present from the previous experiment. Applying a positive voltage to one 
trapping plate and also applying a negative voltage to the other trapping plate achieves 
ejection of unwanted ions. Under such conditions, ions are ejected axially from the cell 
in ~25 ms. Ions to be analyzed are then injected into the ICR cell from an external 
source and trapped in the ICR cell in the subsequent experimental event. The ions are 
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confined and detected in an ICR cell of a closed cylindrical geometry consisting of pairs 
of trapping, excitation, and detection plates. The cell is located in the center of a 
superconducting magnet that provides a magnetic field of high homogeneity to radially 
confine ions. The radially confined ions, however, due to the magnetic field can easily 
escape along the z axis of the cylinder. To prevent this, a small voltage (0.5-1.5V) of the 
same polarity as the trapped ions is applied to the trapping plates, providing axial 
confinement by creating a potential barrier that retains ions within the cell. Ions undergo 
harmonic oscillation between the trapping plates along the magnetic field axis, termed 
trapping motion.   
The radius of the cyclotron orbit of an ion is usually small compared to the 
geometry of the cell. To detect ions, they are excited to a higher cyclotron radius by 
applying a sinusoidal voltage to the pair of opposite excitation plates. The ions spiral to 
a larger orbit when their cyclotron frequency is in resonance with the applied RF field. 
All ions of the same m/z are excited into coherence. That is, ions of the same m/z 
undergo cyclotron motion as a packet. A wide m/z range of ions can be detected by 
applying a frequency sweep, or RF chirp, that causes all ions in a given frequency 
range to be excited to large cyclotron orbits. After ions are excited, their cyclotron radii 
are close to the detection plates. The movements of the ions as they pass the detection 
plates induce a local electric field change on the surface of the detection electrodes. 
The image current as ions pass from one electrode to another is recorded. This time 
domain signal is converted to a frequency domain signal by applying fast Fourier 
Transform algorithm. The frequency domain spectrum is then converted to a 
conventional mass spectrum by applying a calibration function based on equation 1.4.   
A major advantage of FT-ICR is the high resolution and high mass accuracy. The 
high homogeneity of the applied magnetic field, as well as the fact that ion detection is 
independent of kinetic energy, allows an ion to be detected with unsurpassed high 
resolution. Additionally, the principle of detection is the cyclotron frequency of an ion. 
Because frequency can be measured very precisely and accurately, FT-ICR provides 
high mass precision and accuracy. Another advantage of FT-ICR is the tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS) versatility. Tandem mass spectrometry is a general method 
involving two or more stages of mass analysis. MS/MS is performed in conjunction with 
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a dissociation process or a chemical reaction that causes the mass or charge of an ion 
to change. MS/MS experiments are used for elucidation of biomolecular structures, 
determination of fragmentation mechanisms, observation of ion molecule reactions, and 
thermochemical data determination. Ion activation techniques used in MS/MS 
experiments include collision-induced dissociation (CID)51-53, infrared multiphoton 
dissociation (IRMPD)54, ultra-violet photodissociation (UVPD)55,56, electron-capture 
dissociation (ECD)57-59, electron transfer dissociation (ETD)60, electron detachment 
dissociation (EDD)61-63, and negative-ion electron capture dissociation (niECD)64,65 just 
to name a few.66,67  
 
1.2.2 Vibrational Activation 
 
Of all fragmentation methods used for the structural elucidation of biomolecules, CID 
remains the most common. The CID process occurs in two steps (Scheme 1.1). Ions 
are accelerated into a cell pressurized with a background of neutral gas (e.g., Ar), 
where multiple ion-neutral collisions occur. A fraction of the ion translational energy from 
each collision is converted into internal energy. The energy is distributed throughout the 
ion via intramolecular vibrational-energy redistribution (IVR). If significant enough, the 
internal energy brings the ion to excited vibrational states close to the dissociation 
threshold. The second step in the CID process corresponds to the dissociation of the 
weakest bonds, both covalent and non-covalent, within an RNA or RNA complex. The 
product ions are formed through the lowest energy pathways. RNA gas-phase 
fragmentation occurs along the phosphate backbone (Figure 1.5), producing 
predominately c (from the 5’ end) and y-type ions. w and (a – base)-type ions are also 
observed if the collision energy is high enough and at high anion charge states.68,69  
 
[M – nH]n- + collisions/photons è [M – nH]n-* è Fragments 
Scheme 1.1: Fragmentation route for methods involving vibrational activation, e.g. CID 
and IRMPD. The multiple collisions or absorbed photons brings the anion into an 
excited state, later resulting in ion fragmentation.    
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Other MS/MS techniques which result from electronic and vibrational activation 
include photodissociaion (UVPD)55 and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD), 
repectively.59 UVPD and IRMPD use lasers that are directed through a window to 
irradiate the interior of the mass analyzer. Ions absorb one or more photons. Compared 
to UV photons, IR photons are much less energetic (~0.1 eV) requiring the ion to absorb 
multiple photons. As each photon is absorbed, the internal energy of the ion increases 
and is redistributed into several vibrational modes until the ion fragments, as in CID. 
The most commonly applied laser for IRMPD is a 10.6 µm CO2 laser. FT-ICR platforms 
are best suited for IRMPD because the UHV minimizes collisional cooling of activated 
precursor ions. Furthermore, IRMPD can be used in conjunction with other techniques, 
e.g. ECD or niECD, for supplemental activation to break non-covalent interactions to 
improve sequence coverage.70    
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Figure 1.5: McLuckey nomenclature for RNA fragment ions in tandem mass 
spectrometry.66  
 
1.2.3 Electron-based Fragmentation 
 
In ECD, multiply charged cations are irradiated with low-energy (~1 eV) electrons, 
resulting in a charged-reduced intermediate. The electron recombination energy drives 
the charged-reduced species to undergo rapid radical-driven dissociation producing 
unique, complementary sequence informative product ions (Scheme 1.2). Electron-
based fragmentation techniques produce d and w-type ions for nucleic acids. The 
mechanism of product ion formation is currently the subject of much debate.67,71-73  
 
[M + nH]n+ + e-(low)  è [M + nH](n-1)+ è Fragments 
Scheme 1.2: Fragmentation route for ECD, “low” electron energy corresponds to 
energy levels < 1 eV. Upon electron capture by a cation, a charged reduced radical 
species is produced which later fragments via a radically driven process. 
 
ECD can preserve labile bonds, including non-covalent interactions, and generates 
complementary backbone fragments compared with other MS/MS techniques such as 
CAD or IRMPD.58 ECD was primarily performed in FT-ICR mass spectrometers, until 
recently.74-76 To implement ECD on other mass analyzers, a magnet is typically added 
because electrons cannot be confined long enough in a radiofrequency field (e.g., ion 
traps). ECD has been performed in modified ion traps; however the fragmentation 
efficiency is typically lower than with FT-ICR MS.77,78 Compared to ECD, ETD induces 
fragmentation of cations by transferring electrons to them via an ion-ion reaction. 
However, utilizing free electrons, rather than anions, as the source of electron transfer 
provides more precise control over their energy.79 As a result there is access to more 
flexible, information rich, fragmentation data that cannot be obtained in the absence of 
free electrons. 
ECD, however, involves positively charged precursor ions and generating 
multiply charged cations can be challenging for acidic analytes such as RNA. For this 
reason, negative-ion MS/MS techniques such as electron detachment dissociation 
(EDD) and recently discovered (niECD) are desired.  
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[M - nH]n- + e-(high)  è [M - nH](n-1)-* + 2e- è Fragments 
Scheme 1.3: Fragmentation route for EDD, “high” electron energy corresponds to 
energy levels > 18 eV. An electron is ejected from the anion resulting in a charge 
reduced radical and 2 electrons. The metastable radical later fragments via a radically 
driven process.  
 
A challenge with EDD, however, is that it suffers from low fragmentation efficiency and 
requires high charge states that may not be amenable with RNA native-like 
conformations. niECD, therefore, is a promising alternative as lower charge states are 
favorable. In niECD, negatively-charged species are irradiated with electrons of a 
narrow energy range (~2.5-6.5 eV), resulting in charge-increased species that undergo 
structurally informative backbone fragmentation.  
 
[M - nH]n- + e-(~2.5 – 6.5 eV)  è [M - nH](n+1)- è Fragments 
Scheme 1.4: Fragmentation route for niECD. Upon electron capture by an anion, a 
charged increased radical species is produced which later fragments via a radically 
driven process. 
 
Ion-electron reactions (such as EDD and (ni)ECD) provide advantages over slow 
heating methods (such as negative ion CID or IRMPD) because non-covalent 
interactions are retained and, for niECD, more predictable fragmentation occurs for 
peptide analysis. Less is known about the niECD fragmentation behavior for nucleic 
acids. The performance of niECD is dependent on the precursor ion charge state. As 
charge state increases, it becomes more difficult for gas-phase anions to capture an 
electron due to Coulomb repulsion, thus decreasing niECD efficiency. Methods, 
therefore, must be developed and implemented to reduce charge states to improve 
niECD efficiency for electrosprayed large ions. Ion-ion reactions, such as proton transfer 
reaction (PTR) with tandem mass spectrometry, have been demonstrated to expand the 
structural characterization of proteins.80-87 
 
1.2.3 Traveling-Wave Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry (IM-MS) 
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Native mass spectrometry has been shown to be effective in preserving protein 
solution-phase structure into the gas phase.88 Protein complexes and protein interaction 
networks have been studied extensively in this manner. Memory of the solution-phase 
structure has allowed mass spectrometry to accurately determine structure. Mass 
analysis in native mass spectrometry is achieved from a “native like” environment, in the 
absence of denaturing conditions such as high organic solvent content or highly basic or 
acidic solvents, conventionally included to optimize signal rather than to preserve 
structure. Ammonium acetate is a common buffer in native mass spectrometry 
experiments and has been shown to be effective in preserving solution-phase structure 
into the gas phase.89 The majority of work in this area involves proteins in positive ion 
mode. Much less is known about the effect of such environment on the fate of RNA gas-
phase structures.  
Ion mobility separation allows for the investigation of gas-phase conformation. 
Ion mobility separates ions based on their gas-phase mobility through a particular 
medium. The ions are separated by both their charge and their size, both of which affect 
the time it takes to travel through an ion guide. The drift time for a given ion is related to 
its rotationally averaged gas-phase collision cross section (CCS) according to the 
Mason-Schamp equation88,90-93: 
 
K0=
3ze
16N
2π
µkBT
1/2 1
Ω
                                                                                          (Equation 1.5) 
 
in which K0 is the reduced mobility, z is the number of charges on the ion, e is the 
elementary charge, N is the gas number density, µ is the reduced mass of the ion-
neutral pair, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and Ω is the 
experimental CCS. The calculated CCS provides insight into the gas-phase structure of 
biomolecules because it can be directly compared with structural data obtained by, e.g., 
electron microscopy (EM), NMR spectroscopy or X- ray crystallography. 
The Synapt “G1” is a commercial instrument that integrates IM with mass 
spectrometry. The Synapt instruments have an ion mobility separation cell consisting of 
stacked ring ion guides. A series of DC pulses superimposed on top of RF voltages 
propels ions through the mobility chamber. Because of the non-uniform nature of the so-
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called traveling wave, the mobility of an ion cannot be directly compared to CCS as in 
conventional drift time ion mobility instruments.90 Nevertheless, with the use of carefully 
measured standards, it is possible to convert mobilities measured in N2 as a drift gas in 
Synapt instruments into He based CCSs. Ruotolo et al. have previously published an 
extensive protocol for calibrating Synapt instruments.94 The main components of the 
Synapt is the electrospray source, T-wave ion guide, quadrupole (for transmission of 
large biomolecular ions up to 8 kDa), the TriWave region, reflectron time-of-flight mass 
analyzer, and finally an electron multiplier detector.  
  
Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of a Synapt nESI-Q-TWIMS Mass Spectrometer 
(Waters Corporation).   
 
The Synapt uses a Z-Spray (Figure 1.6) nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) 
source and has some notable differences from the Apollo II source on the FT-ICR 
instrument. First, a voltage is applied to the spray capillary by a Pt wire or a metal film 
coated on the outside of the capillary, as opposed to the capillary being held at ground 
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as in the Apollo II source. The Z-spray source does not use a syringe pump to inject 
solvent through a capillary into the source region of the instrument; rather the capillary 
is loaded with approximately 5 µL of solvent containing the analyte of interest. 
Electroosmotic flow directs the solvent into the instrument where ionization can then 
occur. Voltages applied to the sampling cone direct ions further into the mass 
spectrometer toward the transfer optics. The orthogonal geometry of the ion source 
allows for the separation of ions and neutrals. A traveling wave ion guide (T-wave) is 
used instead of an RF only octopole in the source region. 
The T-wave ion guide uses RF voltages to radially confine ions in the high-
pressure region of the mass spectrometer. T-wave ion guides use stacked ring ion 
guides, similar to the ion funnel. By alternating the phase of the applied RF voltage for 
each ring, radial confinement and an effective potential well are achieved. A DC pulse is 
superimposed on the RF voltage, producing a moving electric field, or the so-called T-
wave. The T-wave propels ions axially through the center of the electrodes. Ions ‘surf’ 
on the waves, moving down the potential gradient caused by the pulse into the lower 
field region. When the pulse moves forward, ions are driven forward and transmitted 
through the cell. The Tri-wave region of the mass spectrometer consists of three 
consecutive stacked ring ion guides, a collision and a storage cell (TRAP), the ion 
mobility cell, and an ion delivery device (TRANSFER; can also be used as a collision 
cell). Each ion guide operates with the T-wave principle (see above). Ions arriving in the 
Tri-wave region are accumulated in the TRAP T-wave and then released into the IMS T-
Wave where mobility separation occurs. The ion mobility separated packets of ions are 
transferred to the time-of-flight analyzer by the TRANSFER T-Wave.  
T-wave ion mobility separation utilizes non-uniform, moving electric field pulses 
to push ions through a neutral buffer gas, typically N2 or He. As the ions traverse 
through the cell, they collide with the neutral buffer gas, which affects the transit time of 
the ions. Ions can, therefore, be separated based on their overall size, shape and 
charge. Species with higher mobility, more compact, ‘surf’ more on the wave front and 
are overtaken by the wave less often than species of lower mobility.  
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ToF analyzers separate ions based on their velocities when they traverse 
through a field free flight tube. The m/z of an ion is determined by measuring the time 
ions take to move through the drift tube and to the detector, 
 
t2= m
z
L2
2eVs
                                                                             (Equation 1.6) 
 
in which t is the time needed to cover distance L and Vs is the potential used to 
accelerate all ions. A major advantage of ToF analyzers is the unlimited mass range, 
making this type of analyzer ideal for measuring large biomolecular compounds in the 
gas-phase. Another advantage of ToF is that it is a high throughput technique; a 
spectrum over a wide mass range can be obtained in microseconds. A major drawback 
of ToF, however, is the moderate mass resolution relative to FT-ICR. Mass resolution is 
affected by factors that create a distribution in flight times. These factors include the 
length of the ion formation pulse, size of the volume where the ions are formed, 
variation of initial kinetic energy, etc. Reflectrons minimizes such factors.  
 
1.2.4 Modeling RNA Higher Order Structure 
 
IM-MS measurements produce CCS values that are representative of gas-phase ion 
populations. In order for such gas-phase models to answer biologically relevant 
questions, they must be strongly correlated with their solution-phase counterparts. 
Recently, Gabelica et al. modeled the fate of nucleic acids as they undergo the 
electrospray process. Nucleic acids, upon desolvation, tend to self-solvate resulting in 
significant compaction compared to their native solution-phase structures.95 The self-
solvation of the phosphate moiety dominates over the Coulomb repulsion, which is in 
stark contrast to proteins in a solvent free environment, where minimal salt-bridge 
interactions are perturbed, producing a gas-phase structure that retain much of their 
solution-phase structures.37 RNAs are highly charged polymers with well-defined 
structures in solution. Mass spectrometry can produce structures that are close to the 
native structure in solution; however, the solution-like gas-phase minimum may not be a 
true representation of the real solution-phase minimum. RNA gas-phase ions can be 
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compared with high-resolution solution-phase structures (e.g., from NMR or X-Ray 
structures). The assumption being that, for low charged species, there is minimal 
Coulomb repulsion along the phosphate backbone. Thus, compact conformations can 
be retained.96,97 Comparisons between gas-phase CCS structures and high-resolution 
solution-phase structures require refined models built via computational methods98,99 
and subsequent calculations of theoretical CCS values via algorithms designed to 
simulate the IM process.100,101   
 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to model nucleic acid gas-phase 
structures.99,102-109 Approaches such as simulated annealing110 and replica-exchange 
molecular dynamics (REMD)98 experiments have been studied extensively and have 
produced detailed theoretical models. Simulated annealing, the less expensive of the 
two, models the process of heating a system, which unfolds the system, and then slowly 
lowering the temperature to allow the RNA to refold. The oscillation in temperature 
avoids the system from being trapped in any local minima, allows global exploration and 
thus sampling of a wider range of possible structures. REMD simulations enhance the 
sampling space, relative to standard MD simulations, by allowing systems of similar 
potential energies to sample conformations at different temperatures. Energy barriers 
on the potential energy surface may be overcome, allowing for exploration of a new 
conformational space. REMD is much more computationally expensive, thus, not as 
commonly used as the standard MD workflow. The choice of charge location is also 
very important when modeling nucleic acids and must be handled with care. As the size 
of a nucleic acid polymer increases so does the number of phosphates, thus increasing 
the number of possible deprotonation sites.  The number of possible states for a given 
charge is given by: 
 
P= m!
n! m-n !
                                                                                                 (Equation 1.7) 
 
in which m is the number of phosphates and n is the number of protons needed for a 
given charge. The location of charge can potentially have drastic effects on the 
conformation that nucleic acids adopt in the gas phase.111 A way to circumvent this 
issue is to assume distribution neutralization, e.g., to distribute the total charge across 
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all of the phosphates within the molecule by assigning a partial charge to all phosphate 
groups.112,113 The approach, although simple, has only been shown to be effective for 
DNA duplexes and has not yet been expanded to studies of RNA.  
The most common methods for theoretical CCS calculations of in silico models 
include the projection approximation (PA)114, trajectory method (TM)115, and the exact 
hard sphere scattering (EHSS) method.101,116,117 All methods are parameterized to 
determine CCS values in either N2 or He. The PA is the simplest of the approaches, 
equating the CCS to the average projected area of the molecule, taking into account the 
size of the IM background gas. PA leads to an underestimation of CCS values because 
it ignores scattering and long-range interactions. TM on the other hand takes into 
account the long-range interactions to approximate the momentum transferred from 
each incident collision to the target molecule. TM is often considered the most reliable 
method for lager biomolecules as it also takes into account the effects of multiple 
collisions. In the EHSS model, CCS values are calculated by averaging the momentum 
transfer cross section, which is related to the scattering angles between the incoming 
and departing background gas atom trajectory. EHSS removes long-range interactions 
calculated by TM, improving computational efficiency. EHSS, however, overestimates 
experimental CCS values.  
  
1.3 RNA-Protein Complexes  
 
RNAs form complexes with proteins, or ribonucleoproteins (RNPs), in the cell to perform 
a variety of functions. Well-known RNPs include RNase P, splicesomes, and the 
ribosome, just to name a few. These RNPs are responsible for the processing to mature 
tRNA, transport and activity of mRNA, and are also directly involved in protein synthesis 
in the cell via the ribosome, respectively. RNPs stabilize, protect, and transport RNA to 
mediate RNA interactions with other molecules or act catalytically on RNA.  
The RNA world hypothesis states that the current world was originated from early 
RNA catalysis. Throughout time, however, structural evidence has supported the central 
dogma of biology in which RNA serves mainly as genetic transfer.118 One exception is 
ribonuclease P (RNase P), which is an enzyme that catalyzes the maturation of the 5’ 
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end of tRNA precursors by cleaving extra nucleotides at this end. Until recently, all 
discovered RNase P enzymes were composed of RNA and one or more protein 
components. However, Holzmann et al. showed evidence of a protein-only RNase P 
(PRORP) in human mitochondria.119,120 The question, therefore, is whether or not the 
PRORP evolved independently from the RNA-RNaseP. To help answer this question, it 
is of utmost importance to first understand how RNase P interacts with tRNA (binding 
affinity, catalytic strategies, molecular recognition etc.). To obtain a detailed 
understanding of how RNA-binding modulates such activity, high-resolution structures 
of RNA-protein complexes are necessary. High-resolution techniques such as NMR or 
X-ray crystallography are often not suitable for studying RNA-protein interaction sites as 
biologically relevant systems become too large and because such interactions are 
transient in nature. Therefore, as new structures are being discovered, new methods 
must also be developed to obtain high-resolution interaction maps so that the function of 
such complexes can be elucidated.  
Interaction sites within RNPs can be determined either chemically or 
photochemically. A drawback of chemical crosslinking, such as formaldehyde 
crosslinking, of an RNP is that the complex may be perturbed, resulting in loss of native 
interactions within the complex.121,122 Common photochemical approaches to studying 
interaction sites involve combining short-range crosslinking techniques, such as UV 
crosslinking, with immunoprecitpation in vivo or in vitro. For example, the 
photoactivateable ribonucleoside enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipation (PAR-
CLIP) method is a technique used to identify RNA-protein interaction sites in live 
cells.123 At 254 nm, RNA nucleobases are naturally reactive, inducing a formation of a 
covalent bond between the reactive base and an amino acid residue in close 
proximity.124 However, at 254 nm, all nucleobases are reactive, resulting in vast photo 
bleaching and formation of a large number of non-specific crosslinks. Incorporating 
base analogues such as 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine or 4-thio-uracil within the RNA 
sequence mitigates this issue to a certain extent.125 Base analogues are reactive at 
longer wavelengths (306–312 nm) and can be incorporated site specifically, making the 
mapping of interaction sites more facile. The challenge is to successfully identify native 
RNA-protein crosslinks.  
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1.3.1 Mass Spectrometric Strategies for Identification of RNA-Protein Interactions 
 
MS is a powerful technique that provides not only complementary sequencing 
information, but also provides several technical advantages over traditional biochemical 
techniques. For example, it enables rapid mapping of RNA-protein interactions and 
uses limited amounts of RNA and/or protein samples. Urlaub and co-workers have 
emerged as leaders in identifying RNA-protein crosslinks via bottom-up mass 
spectrometric techniques from developing on-line enrichment techniques to developing 
in-house informatics tools to streamline the data analysis.126-133 Such methods are not 
amenable for elucidation of binding sites within intact, or semi-intact, RNA moieties. 
Top-down mass spectrometry provides advantages over conventional bottom-up 
approaches through the potential to access the entire RNA (or protein) sequence.134 
Complementary tandem mass spectrometric techniques allows for a broader range of 
sequence information because multiple fragmentation pathways are accessed. 
          
1.5 Dissertation Overview 
 
This dissertation focuses on the development of mass spectrometric methods, in 
particular in negative-ion mode, for characterizing RNA and RNA complexes. In Chapter 
2, the mechanism of niECD in the context of RNA oligonucleotide fragmentation is 
explored. Also, PTR is utilized as a means of charge reduction to facilitate electron 
capture of highly charged anionic species. Chapter 3 combines TWIMS, REMD and KD 
competitive binding assays to investigate the effect of solution on an A-
site/aminoglycoside complex. In Chapter 4, an RNA-centric top-down approach towards 
RNA-peptide heteroconjugates with the goal of elucidating the binding sites between 
protein-only RNase P (PRORP) and pre-tRNA are explored. Chapter 5 highlights 
contributions made to the design and improvements of a microfluidics laboratory 
experiment introduced in an introductory analytical chemistry undergraduate course: 
CHEM 242: Introduction to Chemical Analysis Laboratory. Finally, Chapter 6 
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summarizes the discoveries of my doctoral work and discusses future research 
directions. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Exploration of the Negative Ion Electron Capture Dissociation (niECD) Mechanism 
for RNA Oligonucleotides and Proton Transfer Reactions for Improved niECD 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
Nucleic acids are essential for various cellular processes as they are responsible for the 
storage and transfer of genetic information, which ultimately dictate cellular function. 
Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) are particularly unique as they can both carry genetic 
information and have catalytic function.1 Similar to proteins, the structures of nucleic 
acids are closely related to their cellular functions. However, compared with the 
proteome, much less is known about RNA detailed structure and function. Nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is widely used for characterization of nucleic 
acids as it provides high resolution and dynamic information.2,3 NMR, however, suffers 
from size and sensitivity limitations. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is 
a labeling technique that can provide single molecule information.4 FRET, however, is 
limited by the placement of the added fluorophores. Mass spectrometry, on the other 
hand, is a powerful, versatile, highly sensitive, label-free technique that can be used for 
the structural interrogation of nucleic acids in a manner complementary to other 
biophysical techniques. 
Various tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) techniques have been applied for 
the sequence and structural analysis of nucleic acids.5-7 Commonly employed MS/MS 
strategies involve vibrational activation from slow heating, such as collision induced 
dissociation (CID) and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD).8-14 One major 
disadvantage for oligonucleotide sequencing in this manner is extensive uninformative 
neutral loss such as water and nucleobase loss. Such losses spread available signal 
over multiple peaks, which complicates spectral interpretation and decreases sensitivity. 
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Positive-ion mode electron-based fragmentation methods such as electron capture 
dissociation (ECD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) provide extensive sequence 
coverage with limited neutral losses and complementary sequence informative 
fragments to the aforementioned slow heating fragmentation techniques.15-20 However, 
nucleic acids are inherently negatively charged because of their highly acidic phosphate 
backbone. Therefore, nucleic acids have higher ionization efficiency in negative-ion 
mode compared with positive ion-mode. As a result, MS/MS techniques that operate in 
negative-ion mode are preferred. Breuker and co-workers have shown the utility of CID 
in negative-ion mode to probe interaction sites in RNA-peptide complexes.12 However, 
similar to positive-ion mode CID, they observed extensive base loss. Taucher and 
Breuker also showed the utility of electron detachment dissociation (EDD) for probing 
base modifications in up to 61 base pair RNA.21,22 EDD of multiply charged RNA 
oligomers has been shown to produce c-, y-, d- and w-type ions. EDD of larger RNAs 
provided evidence that the c- and y-type ions may result from vibrational activation. 
EDD, however, requires low mass-to-charge (m/z), multiply charged ions and is thus not 
applicable to singly charged ions, or to native MS applications.  
We previously described a phenomenon in which electrons within a certain 
energy range (~3.5-6.5 eV) are captured by peptide anions, resulting in a charge-
increased radical intermediate, which further dissociates and produces fragment ions 
similar to ECD or ETD.23 We termed this process negative-ion electron capture 
dissociation (niECD). We have shown the superiority of niECD over other negative ion 
MS/MS techniques for PTM site mapping in sulfopeptides as niECD is able to retain this 
highly labile modification.24 Gas-phase zwitterionic structures appear essential for 
niECD.23 Similar to peptides, nucleic acids have the ability to form zwitterions in the gas 
phase due to the acidic nature of the phosphate backbone and the basic nature of the 
nitrogenous nucleobases.25,26 A previous Håkansson lab member, Hangtian Song, 
showed that oligonucleotides can capture electrons but that limited fragmentation 
occurs, likely due to intramolecular salt bridges preventing the product ion pairs from 
separating.27   
RNAs are typically highly negatively charged in the gas phase. As the number of 
residues increases, so does the number of phosphates along the RNA backbone and, 
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as a result, the number of possible negatively charged sites also increases. Increased 
charge is problematic when attempting niECD, due to increased Coulomb repulsion. 
Thus, low charge states are preferred. It has been shown that, by altering solvent 
composition (i.e., organic composition and pH), oligonucleotide charge states can be 
reduced.28,29 An alternate means of charge reduction is gas-phase proton transfer 
reactions (PTR).30-32 PTR involves gas-phase reactions between anions and a reagent 
ion carrying a positive charge (i.e., protonated fluoranthene). Protonated fluoranthene 
can be formed via chemical ionization (CI) in an external CI source. Recently, Brodbelt 
and co-workers have shown the utility of PTR for charge state manipulation prior to 
UVPD of intact proteins.33,34 Bush and co-workers coupled PTR with ion mobility 
spectrometry to probe the charge state dependence of protein gas-phase 
conformation.35-37 
In this Chapter, we extend niECD to additional RNA oligonucleotides, investigate 
the nucleobase dependency of niECD electron capture efficiency. A series of RNA 
hexamers; the homopolymers rA6, rG6, rU6, rC6, and the mono-substituted hexamers 
rAUUUUU, rUUAUUU, and rUUUUUA, were subjected to electron irradiation and 
evaluated for their propensities for gas-phase electron capture. Furthermore, we 
propose a mechanism for electron capture (and dissociation) by RNA anions. Finally, 
we employ PTR as a means for charge state reduction prior to niECD of a mixed 
sequence hexamer, rGCAUAC and an eleven-mer sequence. 
 
2.2 Experimental 
 
2.2.1 Reagents  
 
All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Coralville, 
IA). Six-mer and 11-mer RNAs were dissolved in electrospray solution (1% triethylamine 
in 50% (v/v) H2O, 50% methanol) and electrosprayed at 1 µM to 5 µM concentrations. 
C-18 ZipTips were used for further desalting, if needed.  
 
2.2.2 Mass Spectrometry 
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All mass spectra were acquired with a 7-T quadrupole-FT-ICR mass spectrometer 
(SolariX, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA). Oligonucleotides were infused into an Apollo II 
electrospray ionization source at an ESI Flow rate of 100 µL/h. The capillary voltages 
ranged from 3,500 to 3,800 V for negative-ion mode analysis. The drying gas flow rate 
and drying gas temperature were set to 4.0 L/min and 180°C, respectively, for all 
experiments. Ions were selected by the external quadrupole, accumulated in a hexapole 
for 1.0 to 5.0 seconds and transported to the ICR cell for further activation and 
dissociation. For niECD experiments, the cathode bias was set to - 4.0 to - 6.0 V with 
the ECD lens ranging from - 2.5 to - 4.5 V. Time domain data were Fourier transformed 
and resulting frequencies corresponding to m/z 200 to 2000 were displayed via 
ftmsControl software (version 2.1, Bruker Daltonics) at 1M data points, summed over 
64–128 scans. The data were analyzed by Compass DataAnalysis software (version 4.4 
Bruker, Daltonics). Calculated m/z values for oligonucleotides and their product ions 
were obtained from Mongo Oligo Mass Calculator v2.08 
(http://mods.rna.albany.edu/masspec/Mongo-Oligo). All product ion peaks were 
manually assigned within 10 ppm mass accuracy. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
 
2.3.1 niECD of RNA Hexamers and Mechanism of Fragmentation 
 
Within a narrow range of electron irradiation energy (4.0 to 6.0 eV), electron-capture is 
observed for singly deprotonated RNA anionic hexamers. For rA6 (Figure 2.1a) and rG6, 
the only observed products were the charge increased species, [M - H]2-, whereas, for 
rC6, the dominant peaks were [M - H]2- and [M - H - H2O]2-. For rC6, d2/w2, d3/w3, and 
d5/w5 ions from backbone cleavage were also observed at lower abundances. For rU6 
(Figure 2.1b), the dominant product ion was d5/w52-ʹʹ (the double prime denotes the 
addition of two hydrogen radicals)38 in addition to less abundant d2/w2, d3/w3, d4/w4, and 
d5/w5 ions. The charge-increased species was also observed but at significantly lower 
ion abundance compared to its purine counterparts. For these homopolymers, d and w 
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ions are isomeric and thus indistinguishable because of the symmetry of the sequences. 
Similar results were previously reported by Hangtian Song;27 however, a mechanism for 
niECD of RNA oligonucleotides was not proposed in that work. Previous density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that electron capture at protonated purines 
is more exothermic than their pyrimidine counterparts.19 Furthermore, purine radical 
species are stabilized by the delocalized environment between the fused imidazole and 
pyrimidine rings, thus radical migration to the phosphate backbone is less likely, which 
may explain the limited backbone fragmentation observed. Alternatively, as proposed by 
Hangtian Song,27 the greater stability of purine-containing ions may be due to 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds between nucleobases and phosphate groups, 
preventing the product ions from separating.18,39  
 
Figure 2.1. Representative niEC(D) spectra of the homopolymers (a) rA6 and (b) rU6. 
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In order to further investigate the nucleobase effect on electron capture behavior, 
single uridines were substituted for adenosine at different positions along the poly-
uridine hexamer chain. Singly deprotonated rAUUUUU, rUUAUUU, and rUUUUUA were 
subjected to electron irradiation at 4.2-4.5 V cathode bias (Figure 2.2a-c). For all these 
sequences, charge increased electron capture species were observed at roughly the 
same or higher magnitude compared with the most abundant fragment ion. Because the 
polyU hexamer did not show a charge increased electron capture species, it appears 
that the presence of a single adenine has a profound effect on electron capture 
behavior.  
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Figure 2.2. niECD of singly deprotonated (a) rAUUUUU, (b) rUUAUUU, and (c) 
rUUUUUA. Precursor anions were irradiated with 4.2–4.5  eV electrons for 5 seconds.  
  
For the rAUUUUU hexamer, fragment ions include d2-, d3- and d52-ʹʹ ions from the 5’ 
terminus of the RNA sequence. w2-, w3- and w52-ʹʹ ions from the 3’ end are also 
observed. Full sequence coverage was obtained. niECD of rUUAUUU also resulted in 
full sequence coverage. For the latter hexamer, the d5ʹʹ and w5ʹʹ ions are isomeric and 
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thus indistinguishable from one another. For rUUUUUA full sequence coverage was not 
obtained, however. Observed ions were d2-, w42-ʹʹ and w52-ʹʹ. The position of the adenine 
within the rAUUUUU and rUUAUUU sequences, respectively, did not have an effect on 
the niECD fragmentation behavior. Placing the adenine at the 3’ end, however, reduced 
fragmentation compared with the other two sequences. Furthermore, the abundance of 
the electron capture species was significantly higher for the rUUUUUA sequence than 
for rAUUUUU and rUUAUUU, perhaps because a terminal adenosine can more easily 
hydrogen bond with a backbone phosphate group and thus prevent separation of 
product ion pairs.  
Zwitterions are hypothesized to be a prerequisite for niECD to occur, i.e., in order 
for gas-phase anions to capture electrons, they must have a protonated site.23 Nucleic 
acids have been shown to be zwitterionic in the gas phase with the phosphate 
backbones deprotonated and the nucleobases protonated.25 In previous ECD (positive-
ion mode) of nucleic acids, it was proposed that nucleobases are the primary sites of 
electron capture.18,19 Similar to positive-ion ECD,15 the major products observed in 
niECD are d and w-type ions. These data suggest that the niECD mechanism of 
fragmentation is ECD-like. We propose that the formation of d and w fragment ions is 
initiated by hydrogen radical migration from the protonated amine group of the adenine 
base to the phosphate moiety of closest proximity via gas-phase hydrogen bonding. 
Backbone fragmentation is further promoted in this rearranged radical species as shown 
in Schemes 2.1 and 2.2. For d ion formation (Scheme I) the O–C5’ bond is cleaved, 
resulting in a pair of complementary dʹ and z ions. However, because z ions are not 
observed and are likely unstable, they further dissociate to yield an even-electron non-
complementary w ion and a neutral radical. An alternative pathway for generation of 
semi-complementary d and w ions is shown in Scheme II where the O–C3’ bond is 
cleaved, resulting in a complementary w/a ion pair. The a radical further dissociates 
into a d ion and a neutral radical species. Taucher and Breuker proposed a similar 
mechanism for the production of d and w-type ions in EDD.22 Formation of [d5 + H2O] 
ions upon electron irradiation of rAUUUUU, rUUAUUU and rUUUUUA is proposed to be 
due to an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the terminal 3’ hydroxyl hydrogen and 
the neighboring neutral phosphate group (Scheme 2.3), similar to conventional ECD.15 
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In the case of the mono-substituted sequences, the adenine is likely the site of electron 
capture as adenine has a higher proton affinity compared with uracil.40  
 
Scheme 2.1. Proposed mechanism for the formation of d-ʹ/w-ʹ ions in niECD. 
 
 
 
Scheme 2.2. Proposed mechanism for the formation of w-ʹ/d-ʹ ions in niECD. 
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Scheme 2.3. Proposed mechanism for the formation of [d + H2O]-ʹ ions in niECD. 
 
2.3.2 Effect of Nucleobase Composition on Electron Capture and niECD 
Fragmentation Efficiency 
 
To determine the optimum electron energy for the electron capture (and dissociation) 
process, singly deprotonated RNA homopolymers were irradiated with energies ranging 
from 0 to 20 eV and the niEC(D) efficiencies were calculated and plotted as a function 
of electron energy (Figure 2.3). The niEC(D) efficiencies were calculated as the ratio 
between the summed abundance of the charge-increased species ([M - H]2-) plus any 
fragment ions and the precursor ion abundance prior to electron irradiation (all 
abundances were corrected for charge state):  
 
           (Equation 2.1) 
 
For rA6, maximum niEC(D) efficiency was achieved at 5.75 V cathode bias with a full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.02 eV. For rG6, rC6, and rU6, maximum electron 
capture efficiencies were achieved at 5.50, 5.25, and 5.25 V cathode bias, respectively. 
A comparison of these maximum efficiencies is shown in Figure 2.4a. All maximum 
electron capture efficiencies occur around 5.50 eV and the differences are within the 
FWHM, indicating that optimum electron irradiation energy does not have a significant 
niEC D  Efficiency= Abundance of [M-H]2- + Abundance of Fragment Ions
Abundance of [M-H]- Prior to Electron Irradiation
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nucleobase dependence (Figure 2.4a). However, the base composition does indeed 
have an effect on the sequences’ fragmentation behavior, as described above.  
Figure 2.3. niEC(D) efficiency as a function of ECD cathode bias for the homopolymers 
(a) rA6, (b) rG6, (c) rC6, and (d) rU6. Data obtained on an Apex Q FT-ICR instrument 
(Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA).27 
 
In order to better understand the observed nucleobase dependence, electron 
capture efficiency, fragmentation efficiency, and overall niEC(D) efficiency were 
calculated and plotted as a function of sequence (Figure 2.4b). Electron capture 
efficiencies were calculated as the ratio between the abundance of the charge-
increased species ([M – H]2-) and the precursor ion abundance prior to electron 
irradiation (corrected for charge state): 
         (Equation 2.2) 
 
Electron-capture Efficiency= Abundance of [M-H]2-
Abundance of [M-H]- Prior to Electron Irradiation
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Fragmentation efficiencies were calculated as the ratio between the abundance of all 
fragment ions (d, dʹʹ, [d + H2O], w and wʹʹ ions) and the precursor ion abundance prior 
to electron irradiation (corrected for charge state): 
 
          
(Equation 2.3) 
 
The oligonucleotides rA6 and rG6 showed niEC(D) efficiencies of 78% and 76%, 
respectively, with 0% fragmentation for both sequences. For rC6, the overall niEC(D) 
efficiency was 35% with the electron capture efficiency being 28%. Meanwhile, rU6 
showed an niEC(D) efficiency of 38% with an electron capture efficiency of 1%. A 
possible rationale for the higher niEC(D) efficiency of rA6 and rG6 is that purines are 
more likely to have zwitterionic structures in the gas phase because of their greater 
nucleobase proton affinities as compared to their pyridine counterparts.40-42  
Figure 2.4. (a) Comparison of electron energies for which maximum electron capture 
efficiency was observed for rA6, rG6, rC6, and rU6. (b) niEC(D), electron capture, and 
fragmentation efficiencies calculated for each RNA oligonucleotide. Error bars 
correspond to half of the FWHM of the total energy distribution.  
 
Fragmentation Efficiency= Abundance of Fragment Ions
Abundance of [M-H]- Prior to Electron Irradiation
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2.3.3 PTR-assisted niECD of RNA Hexamers and an 11-mer  
 
Under typical negative ion mode electrospray conditions, a single charge state 
distribution spanning the 2- to 5- charge states is observed for the RNA hexamer 
rGCAUAC (Figure 2.5). Singly deprotonated RNA is not observed.    
 
 
Figure 2.5. Negative-ion mode electrospray mass spectrum of rGCAUAC. 
 
The doubly deprotonated rGCAUAC species was quadrupole isolated and subjected to 
electron irradiation (6.0 V cathode bias) for 5 seconds. No electron capture was 
observed (Figure 2.4a). We hypothesize that, at the m/z value of the 2- charge state, 
the total charge density is too high for favorable electron capture. 
In order to reduce the charge density of rGCAUAC, protonated fluoranthene ions 
were reacted with the doubly deprotonated oligonucleotide in the collision cell for 3 
seconds. As shown in Figure 2.6b, the 2- charge state is depleted and a charge 
reduced singly deprotonated species is formed. This 1- species was then isolated in the 
ICR cell and subjected to electron irradiation under similar conditions as the doubly 
deprotonated species. As shown in Figure 2.6c, the electron capture species [M – H]2- 
is observed in addition to two sequence informative fragments, d52- and w4-. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) niECD spectrum of doubly deprotonated rGCAUAC, 6.0 V cathode bias 
for 5 seconds, (b) PTR of doubly deprotonated rGCAUC, (c) PTR-niECD of in-cell 
isolated singly deprotonated rGCAUAC.    
  
As RNA molecules become larger, more negative charge is present due to the 
increasing number of phosphates. As a result, it becomes increasingly difficult to 
generate low charged RNA species. As shown in Figure 2.7, an electrospray mass 
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spectrum of an 11-mer oligonucleotide contains charge states spanning from 3- to 8- 
with the 6- charge state being most abundant.   
 
Figure 2.7. Negative-ion mode ESI mass spectrum of an 11-mer RNA oligonucleotide, 
rUAACUAUGACG. 
The triply deprotonated species was isolated in the quadrupole and subjected to 
electron irradiation under similar conditions as the hexamers above (6.0 V cathode bias, 
5 seconds). Electron capture was not observed upon exposure to electrons as shown in 
Figure 2.8a. Proton transfer to the same triply deprotonated species resulted in a 
charged reduced 2- charge state (Figure 2.8b). This 2- charge state was then subjected 
to electron irradiation and an electron capture species was observed (Figure 2.6c). 
These results further support the hypothesis that, as charge density increases, the 
probability of electron-capture decreases rapidly. Hence, PTR is a useful analytical tool 
to reduce the charge of highly charged species and facilitate or improve niECD 
performance.  
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Figure 2.8. (a) niECD spectrum of a triply deprotonated 11-mer, 6.0 V cathode bias for 
5 seconds, (b) PTR of the triply deprotonated 11-mer, (c) PTR-niECD of in-cell isolated 
doubly deprotonated 11-mer.    
 
2.4 Conclusion 
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Electron irradiation of anionic RNA oligonucleotides produces charge-increased radical 
ions, that undergo a radical driven fragmentation process. Purine-containing 
homopolymers captured electrons to yield stable charge increased radical species ([M – 
H]2-), with no fragmentation observed. By contrast, pyrimidine-containing 
homopolymers produced charge-increased species at lower (~50%) ion abundances 
and more extensive fragmentation was observed. Purines form stable intramolecular 
salt bridges, that can prevent fragmentation.39 Supplemental activation may therefore be 
necessary to promote fragmentation of purine-containing oligonucleotides. Incorporating 
single adenosines within a polyU chain increases the yield of the charge-increased 
species, indicating that purine-containing oligonucleotides form more stable radicals 
than uridine-containing ones. The latter data suggest that intramolecular interactions 
may not be the only factor in stabilizing purine-containing sequences. Characteristic 
“ECD-like” radical fragment ions suggest similarities between niECD and positive ion 
ECD due to RNA zwitterionic structures in negative ion mode. We propose that niECD 
proceeds via hydrogen radical migration from the electron capture site, on a 
nucleobase, to the phosphate backbone at which fragmentation occurs. The resulting 
hydrogen migration results in semi-complementary d-ʹ and/or w-ʹ ion pairs. PTR reduces 
the overall charge of gas-phase RNA species, thus reducing total charge density and 
promoting electron capture. PTR-niECD shows promise for top-down analysis of larger 
RNA molecules or analysis of “native-like” charge states.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Traveling-wave Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry and Molecular Dynamic 
Simulations Reveal the Effects of Solution on a Gas-phase RNA Hairpin and its 
Small Molecule Complexes 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) are involved in key functions in all living cells, including 
coding (and decoding), regulation, and expression of genes. For RNAs to perform their 
various cellular functions, they form complexes with proteins, other RNA/DNAs, and 
small molecules. RNA molecules must adopt specific secondary folds to form 
complexes with other molecules. RNA misfolding has been linked to neurodegenerative 
disorders such as Hutchinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.1,2 For these reasons, RNA 
has been the target of new therapeutics.3 RNA hairpins constitute the major secondary 
structure amongst RNAs. Proper hairpin folds are essential for a variety of functions: 
ribozyme activity, protection of messenger RNA (mRNA), and recognition by proteins in 
the cell, to name a few.4-7 Thus, it is vital to develop analytical techniques that can probe 
RNA higher order structure and RNA interaction sites.  
Electrospray ionization (ESI), being a “soft” ionization technique has the ability of 
preserving non-covalent interactions during the transfer from solution to gas phase, thus 
fully or partially preserving higher order structure.8-15 RNA complexes, such as RNA-
DNA, RNA-protein, and RNA-small molecule complexes can also be conserved in a 
solvent free environment.16-21 For this reason, ESI-mass spectrometry (MS) is widely 
used in multiplexing analyses for potential drug targets and corresponding drug 
candidates.22 Mass spectrometry is also a powerful technique used to probe interaction 
sites within RNA complexes. Because of the negatively charged phosphate backbone of 
RNA, operation in negative-ion mode is favored. Breuker and co-workers have shown 
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the utility of negative-ion mode collision-induced dissociation (CID) to elucidate 
interaction sites in RNA-peptide complexes.17 Electron based techniques such as 
electron detachment dissociation (EDD)23 and negative-ion electron capture dissociation 
(niECD)24,25 provide complementary sequence informative fragments compared with the 
aforementioned CID technique. niECD may be particularly suited for probing structured 
RNAs due to its requirement for low charge-state species. Nucleic acids has been 
shown to be more “native-like” at lower charge states.26 Coulomb repulsion at higher 
charge states leads to much more extended or denatured gas-phase structures. The 
drawback of electron based fragmentation techniques, however, is the low 
fragmentation efficiencies. One way to circumvent this drawback is to ensure that there 
is sufficient precursor ion abundances by varying ESI solvent content.         
Conventional electrospray solutions include organic solvents (typically at a 
concentration of 50/50, vol/vol), such as methanol, isopropyl alcohol, or acetonitrile. 
Such organic solvents are utilized because of their ability to lower surface tension of the 
solution, thus aiding the ESI process.27,28 High concentrations of organic additives, 
however, have been shown to denature nucleic acid secondary structure,29-31 making 
probing RNA native structure by mass spectrometry difficult. Spraying from 
physiological ionic strength environments (i.e., >100 mM ammonium acetate) has been 
shown to maintain native structure through the desolvation process.32 Potential RNA 
targets require proper secondary and tertiary folds for function and thus their structural 
characterization is of utmost importance. Spectral quality, however, is often 
compromised because of the high salt concentration suppressing ion signal,33 which 
becomes problematic when attempting to employ MS/MS techniques, particularly for 
relatively low efficiency processes.  
Ion-mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) is a powerful technique for determining 
overall size and conformation of nucleic acid complexes in gas-phase 
measurements.10,34-40 Because mass spectrometers operate in vacuum, it is essential to 
first understand the correlation between RNA solution conditions and gas-phase 
structure. This Chapter combines traveling-wave IM-MS (TWIMS) and replica-exchange 
molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations to investigate structural effects of ESI solution 
content on a model RNA hairpin, a bacterial ribosomal RNA A-site construct (16S). This 
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particular 27-nt RNA model has been extensively studied in the literature and, therefore, 
serves as an ideal model system for understanding solvent effects on gaseous RNA 
hairpin structure.41-49 Also, we employ mass spectrometric competitive ligand binding 
assays as a function of solution content to explore the effects of solvent on binding site 
specificity.  
 
3.2 Experimental 
 
3.2.1 Reagents  
 
Calibrant proteins insulin, cytochrome c, β-lactoglobin and ubiquitin were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Prior to mass spectrometry analysis, protein 
samples were diluted to 10–15 µM in 100–200 mM NH4OAc as previously described by 
Bush and co workers.50 RNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA 
Technologies (Coralville, IA). Prior to analysis, dried 16S RNA model 
(GGCGUCACACCUUCGGGUGAAGUCGCC), and modified 16S sequence (Δ1492A) 
(GGCGUCACACCUUCGGGUGAGUCGCC) samples were re-suspended in water at 
concentrations of 100 µM. RNA samples were desalted by ethanol precipitation.12 Prior 
to analysis, samples were annealed by heating at 95°C and allowed to cool on ice. 
Samples were analyzed at final concentrations of 1–5 µM in 10-100 mM NH4OAc. The 
aminoglycoside antibiotics paromomycin (PM), kanamycin B (BK), apramycin (AP), and 
ribostamycin (RM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).  
 
3.2.2 Traveling Wave Mass Spectrometry 
 
Protein calibrants were analyzed on a quadrupole ion-mobility time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer (The Synapt (G1) HDMS, Waters Corporation, Milford, MA). Negatively 
charged gaseous ions were generated via a nano-electrospray (nESI) source. A 
capillary voltage of 1.3 kV was applied with a cone voltage of 40 V. The T-wave mobility 
region was operated at an IMS wave height of 10.0 V and IMS wave velocity of 250 m/s. 
The instrument was calibrated for experimental CCS measurements based on 
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previously described protocols.51 Briefly, the arrival times were recorded by DriftScope 
(Waters Corporations, Milford, MA) and extracted by fitting the arrival time distributions 
via a Gaussian distribution function (OriginPro). Arrival time distributions were corrected 
for their m/z dependent flight time and the corresponding literature CCS values were 
corrected for charge and mass. A logarithmic plot of the corrected CCS plotted as a 
function of corrected arrival times generates a linear regression calibration curve. 
CCSEXP values for the 16S RNA ions were estimated by fitting arrival times of such ions 
to the calibration curve.  
 
3.2.3 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 
 
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were obtained on a Jasco CD Spectropolarimeter from 
220 to 320 nm at 50 nm/min.  
 
3.2.4 Molecular Modeling 
 
3.2.4.1 Replica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
 
Gas-phase Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD)52 simulations of the 
ribosomal A-site RNA (PDB ID - 1A3M) were carried out at different charge states. Net 
charges ranging from 5- to 9- were assigned via an in-house R script to the model 1 of 
the 27-mer NMR decoy of the RNA structure following Orozco and co-workers.53 REMD 
simulations for the structures at each of the charge states were performed with the 
ENSEMBLE module implemented in the molecular modeling suite CHARMM.54 The 
CHARMM36 nucleic acid force field was used.55 
In REMD, multiple simulations of a molecular system are run at different 
temperatures in replicate. The success rate of temperature exchange between two 
replicas, i and j, is evaluated based on a Metropolis Monte Carlo move with the 
exchange probability:  
   
(Equation 3.1)  pi,j=min {1, e[- βi-βj Ej-Ei ] } 
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In which β = 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and E 
is the potential energy.1 For an allowed exchange, the temperatures between the 
replicas are swapped and the velocities of each replica are assigned by applying the 
scaling factor (Tnew/Told)½, where Told and Tnew are the temperatures before and after 
exchange, respectively. In our study, 100 ns REMD calculations were carried out at 10 
different temperature (T) windows at T = 280.0, 300.0, 320.0, 340.0, 360.0, 380.0, 
400.0, 420.0, 440.0 and 460.0 K with an attempt to exchange temperature every 100 
ps. The average exchange ratio ranged from 0.13 to 0.16. Prior to starting the REMD 
simulations, structures were energy-minimized by 100 steps of Steepest Descent (SD) 
method followed by 100 steps of Adopted Basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method with 
minimization step size of 0.005 and harmonic restraints, applying a force constant of 
10 kcal/mol/Å2, on the heavy atoms. Infinite cutoff was used to generate the non-bonded 
atom pair list. Trajectories were propagated with a time step of 2 fs and snapshots were 
saved every 100 ps. 
 
3.4.2.2 Clustering Analysis 
 
Clustering analyses were conducted for the 1000 snaps saved from the 300 K 
trajectory. The K-means clustering algorithm, implemented in the Multiscale Modeling 
Tools for Structural Biology (MMTSB) interface, was used with K-means radius of 3.0 Å 
and selecting the heavy atoms only.56 RMSD based clusters of structures were 
generated after least-square superposition. Theoretical CCS values were calculated via 
the IMoS software using the trajectory method algorithm.57  
 
3.2.5 Competitive Ligand Binding KD Measurements  
 
Aminoglycoside concentration ranged from 100 nM to 2 µM with a constant RNA 
concentration of 1 µM. RNA/ligand complexes were directly infused via an ESI 
ionization source into a 7-Tesla Q-FT-ICR mass spectrometer (SolariX, Bruker 
Daltonics, Billerica, MA). The spectra were results of a co-addition of 32 scans. KD 
values for the RNA/ligand complexes were calculated by measuring the relative peak 
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magnitudes of the free RNA to the RNA ligand complex within a given mass spectrum 
(all peaks with mass spectrum were normalized for charge).58,59 The equilibrium binding 
of A (RNA) and a single B (a ligand/aminoglycoside) is given by:  
 
(Equation 3.2) 
 
  (Equation 3.3) 
 
in which R is the equilibrium ratio between the bound form of the RNA when interacting 
with B and the free RNA. We assume that the spray and detection efficiencies are the 
same for all species. As a result, R must be equivalent to the ratio of the concentration 
in solution at equilibrium. The equilibrium concentration, [AB]eq, can be determined from 
the value of R and [A]0 (or the initial RNA concentration) using Equation 3.4. KD values 
are then readily calculated from ESI mass spectra using Equation 3.5:    
 
(Equation 3.4) 
 
 
(Equation 3.5) 
 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
3.3.1 Solvent Effects on A-site Conformation 
 
Canonical Watson-Crick (GC and AU) and non-canonical (GU) base pairing form RNA 
secondary structure. Base pairing is a thermodynamically driven process that results 
from hydrogen bonding between complementary bases. There are several factors that 
influence the stability of such interactions, including ionic strength of the buffer solution, 
organic solvent content, and pH. Increasing the salt concentration (which increases 
ionic strength of buffer solutions) helps stabilize RNA secondary structure due to 
R = 
[AB]eq
[A]eq
 
[AB]eq= R A 01+R  
KD  = [A]eq( B 0- AB eq)[AB]eq  
AB ⇌ A + B   
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shielding of the electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged phosphate groups of 
adjacent nucleotides. Physiological buffer solutions include Na+, K+, Mg2+, and Cl- salts 
at the 10-1 M range.32,60,61 Because of their non-volatility, such salts are not suitable for 
ESI-MS analysis. Because of its volatility, ammonium acetate (NH4OAc) buffer is 
typically used as a substitute.  
We first examined the effect of ionic strength on both RNA conformation and 
mass spectral quality (Figure 3.1). Increasing the NH4OAc concentration to 100 mM has 
a drastic effect on spectral quality as the resulting mass spectrum is dominated by salt 
adduction.  
 
Figure 3.1. nESI mass spectra of a 27-mer A-site RNA construct as function of 
NH4OAC concentration: (a) 10 mM, (b) 20 mM, (c) 50 mM, (d) 75 mM and (e) 100 mM. 
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The calibrated RNA CCS values (Table 3.1), on the other hand, remain constant from 
10 mM to 100 mM NH4OAc, suggesting that varying the ionic strength within this range 
does not have a major effect on overall ion conformation.      
 
Table 3.1 | Calibrated CCS values for charge states 5- to 9- as function of NH4OAc concentration 
in solution 
Charge State 10 mM 20 mM 50 mM 75 mM 100 mM 
	5- 788 + 43 791 + 44 794 + 44 813 + 52 803 + 48 
	6- 842 + 46 845 + 46 846 + 47 850 + 47 N/A 
	7- 1010 + 57 1019 + 56 1021 + 56 1034 + 65 N/A 
	8- 1186 + 66 1196 + 66 1197 + 66 N/A N/A 
	9- 1311 + 72 1316 + 72 1320 + 73  N/A  N/A 
	Least square analysis CCS error is the result of triplicate measurements 
 
We then examined the charge state distribution as a function of MeOH 
percentage in solution. From a “native-like” solvent (10 mM ammonium acetate), a 
unimodal abundance profile is observed for the generated RNA charge states, with 
charge states spanning from 5- to 12-, as shown in Figure 3.2a. 
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Figure 3.2. nESI mass spectra of a 27-mer A-site RNA construct as function of MeOH 
content (vol/vol): (a) 0%, (b) 10%, (c) 20%, (d) 30%, (e) 40%, and (f) 50%. 
 
As shown in Figure 3.2, upon addition of MeOH up to 50% (vol/vol), there is no major 
shift in the average charge state. There is, however, a tendency for the charge state 
distribution to slightly shift to lower charge at higher MeOH concentrations. Because the 
addition of MeOH lowers the surface tension of the droplet, less charge is maintained 
resulting in lower-charged species. The unimodal charge state distribution is indicative 
of a single dominant gas-phase conformer. Furthermore, these data suggest that, upon 
addition of MeOH (up to 50%), no major change in RNA gas-phase conformation 
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occurs, further supported by the measured CD spectra (Figure 3.3). The CD profiles are 
indicative of an A-form helix, which RNA hairpins adopt in solution. 
 
                 
Figure 3.3. Circular dichroism spectra of the A-site RNA construct in different 
concentrations of MeOH; 0% (green), 10% (red), 30% (blue), and 50% (purple).  
 
 The average measured IM drift time for the 5- charge state was 6.58 ms across 
all solvent conditions, with a standard deviation of 0.13 ms (the mean and standard 
deviation is the result of triplicate measurements). The drift times remain constant, 
within standard error, for each charge state across the various MeOH concentrations 
with the 7- charge state showing the largest deviation of 2.2% (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4. Arrival time distributions of A-site charge states; 5- charge state (black line), 
6- charge state (red line), 7- charge state (blue line) and 8- charge state (green line) 
plotted as a function of MeOH content: (a) 0%, (b) 10%, (c) 20%, (d) 30%, (e) 40%, and 
(f) 50%.  
 
Calibrating the measured drift times to CCS values provides improved insight into the 
overall A-site RNA conformation. A sigmoidal distribution is observed for the calibrated 
CCS value as function of anion charge state (Figure 3.5). The 7- charge state appears 
to represent a conformational transition between more collapsed conformations, 
adopted by the lower 5- and 6- charge states, and more extended conformations formed 
by the higher charge states. Compared with the drift time data, the CCS values remain 
constant (within error) across all solution conditions (up to 90% MeOH). 
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CCSs were previously measured as 988 and 1,008 Å2 for the 5- and 6- charge 
states, respectively, of the same 27-mer RNA in a custom built ion mobility drift cell.42 
The calibrated TWIMS-derived CCS values presented here for the same charge states 
are 779 and 824 Å2 on average, respectively. These values are 24% and 20% lower 
than the values measured from the Bowers drift cell.42 The difference in CCS may be 
due to differences in ion source and ion transmission conditions between these 
instruments.62 For our TWIMS analysis, RNA anions were generated via a nanoESI 
source whereas the custom ion mobility mass spectrometer used by Bowers and co-
workers was equipped with a conventional ESI source. The reduced capillary inner 
diameter in nESI results in much smaller initial droplets (~10-9 m diameter) than those 
generated in conventional ESI (~10-6 m diameter).63 Consequently, the droplets 
generated via nESI experience much fewer droplet fission events prior to gaseous ion 
generation, thus improving the conservation of non-covalent interactions to maintain 
native-like conformations into the gas phase. Another difference in instrumentation is 
that the custom ion mobility system was equipped with ion funnels at the front end. As 
ions are focused passing through ion funnels, they experience collisions with 
background gases, which can cause heating and disruption of intramolecular 
interactions, thus generating gas-phase conformations with higher CCS values.64 
 
3.3.2 Molecular Modeling 
 
 Replica-exchange molecular dynamics simulations were utilized to further 
examine the charge state dependence of the gaseous RNA hairpin structure. Because 
neighboring temperatures are exchanged, we are able to sample a wide conformational 
space. A total of 1,000 structures for every charge state were saved and clustered 
based on RMSD of the structural families. We then used the trajectory method algorithm 
within the IMoS Software, with helium as background gas, to calculate CCS values. As 
shown in Figure 3.5, CCS and potential energy both increase as charge state of the 
molecule increase. The relative sigmoidal trend mirrors the experimental CCS 
measurements.  
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Figure 3.5. Replica-exchange molecular dynamics structures of different RNA hairpin 
charge states; 5- charge state (blue), 6- charge state (red), 7- charge state (green), 8- 
charge state (purple), and 9- charge state (teal). Structures are sorted by calculated 
CCS (from IMoS software) and plotted as a function of CHARMM energy. Experimental 
calibrated CCSs (from TWIMS) are also plotted. Error bars are the least square analysis 
from triplicate experimentally measured CCS values.  
 
The modeled cross sections for the lower charge states, 5- and 6-, do not overlap 
with the experimentally determined values (Figure 3.5). The smallest average difference 
between modeled and experimentally determined CCS values for these two charge 
states is 15% and 10%, respectively (Figures 3.6a and 3.6b). On the other hand, the 
modeled 7- and 8- charge state ensembles do overlap with the experimentally 
determined CCS values (Figures 3.6c and 3.6d). For the 9- charge state the smallest 
difference between the modeled and experimentally derived CCS values is 0.75% 
(Figure 3.6e). One possible rationale for this divergence is that the charge locations 
used for modeling the gas-phase structures of lower charge states may differ from 
experiment. Charge location affects structural energetics and thus gas-phase 
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conformation. For example, nucleic acids have been shown to be zwitterionic in the gas 
phase with purine nucleobases having a propensity to be protonated.65 Although quite 
computationally expensive, additional experiments need to be performed to account for 
other potential protonation and deprotonation sites. The current modeling did not 
include zwitterionic structures. 
 
Figure 3.6. Computationally modeled structures sorted by CHARMM energy as a 
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function of the percent CCS difference from the mean experimentally determined CCS 
values; (a) 5- charge state, (b) 6- charge state, (c) 7- charge state, (d) 8- charge state, 
and (e) 9- charge state.  
 
The 1,000 structures for each charge state were clustered based on RSMD of 
the RNA structure (Figure 3.7). The structures within cluster 8 (arbitrary value), pink 
data points, match closely with the mean experimentally determined CCS value. In a 
solvent free environment, gas-phase nucleic acids self-solvate, resulting in a slightly 
more compact conformation compared with their solution phase structure (Figure 
3.7b).66 Most of the contacts (i.e., base pairing) appear to remain intact. These results 
suggest that the 7- charge state of the RNA hairpin is most “native-like”. The lower 
charge states form much more globular structures, not observed in solution, whereas 
the higher charge states are more extended. One possible rationale for the much higher 
experimental CCS (compared to the computationally derived CCS) of the 9- charge 
state is that the computationally derived models represent structures that maintain 
hairpin-like features, which may not be representative of what is observed 
experimentally. The experimental 9- charge state may represent a denatured RNA 
strand. Thus, computational experiments under a wider range of starting conditions and 
constraints are needed.   
 
 
Figure 3.7. (Left) 1,000 computationally generated structures of the 7- charge state of 
the model A-site RNA. The structures are clustered (9 total clusters) based on RMSD of 
the RNA structure. (Middle) representative structure from the lowest energy cluster (pink 
data points). (Right) NMR derived structure, PDB ID: 1A3M. 
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3.3.3 MeOH and pH Effects on RNA-ligand Binding 
 
MeOH, similar to a number of organic additives, has been shown to destabilize 
RNA secondary structure in solution at high concentrations. When mixed with MeOH, 
the activity of water is decreased, affecting the equilibrium of interactions between water 
molecules and the nucleic acid. The organic additives form hydrophobic interactions 
with the nucleobases, resulting in the destabilization of nucleic RNA helices.67,68 Other 
organic additives, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at low concentrations, have been 
shown to decrease ligand-binding affinities of A-site RNA complexes.48 To investigate 
the effect of solution on ligand binding, we determined the dissociation constant (from 
MS data) as a function of solution content for aminoglycosides (Figure 3.8) in different 
KD regimes. To rule out non-specific ligand binding resulting from the nESI process, we 
included an RNA sequence without the bulging adenine residue (16S*), Figure 3.8. The 
bulging A residue is essential for aminoglycoside binding.45,69 Therefore, any binding 
observed should be an nESI artifact.  
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Figure 3.8. (Top) Aminoglycoside ligands; (a) paromomycin, (b) kanamycin B (c) 
apramycin and (d) ribostamycin. (Bottom Left) 16S sequence, (Right) 16* sequence. 
 
Figure 3.9 shows mass spectra corresponding to 16S and 16S* paromomycin 
complexes as a function of MeOH concentration. Expected single binding events are 
observed for 16S complexes. The measured KD value (extracted from MS data utilizing 
Equations 3.3-3.5) from a native-like solution (10 mM NH4OAc) is 0.06 µM (+ 0.01 µM). 
The KD values agree with previously determined KD measurements derived from mass 
spectrometry and solution phase experiments.41,46,47 The KD remains constant (within 
error) up to 25% MeOH, suggesting that MeOH as an organic additive does not 
significantly alter A-site RNA local structure below that concentration. As the MeOH 
concentration increases further, starting from 50%, the binding strength gradually 
decreases. A similar trend is observed for other aminoglycosides of different known 
dissociation constants (Figure 3.10).    
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Figure 3.9. Mass spectra of 16S/16S* - paromomycin complexes plotted as a function 
of MeOH content.  
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Figure 3.10. 16S (blue diamonds) and 16S* (red squares) / aminoglycoside complex KD 
values as a function of MeOH content; (a) paromomycin, (b) kanamycin B, (c) 
apramycin, and (d) ribostamycin. Error bars are the result of triplicate measurements.  
 
Table 3.2 | KD values of aminoglycosides bound to 16s A-site construct as a function of MeOH content  
       
Ligand 0% MeOH 25% MeOH 50% MeOH 75% MeOH 97% MeOH Ref46 
Paromomycin 0.06 + 0.01 0.04 + 0.02 0.10 + 0.08 0.60 + 0.06 1.17 + 0.42 0.2 
Kanamycin B 1.83 1.05 + 0.13 1.22 + 0.33 0.92 + 0.06 1.20 + 0.66 1.4 
Apramycin 1.31 + 0.14 1.00 + 0.04 1.37 + 0.51 1.30 + 0.32 13.55 + 5.72 6.3 
Ribostamycin 2.30 + 0.14 1.80 + 0.13 2.10 + 0.16 3.67 + 0.24 0.46 + 0.20 25 
Standard error is the result of triplicate measurements. 
 
 Other factors that may affect RNA-ligand binding include temperature, ionic 
strength, and pH. Binding of aminoglycosides to the RNA A-site region is primarily 
electrostatically driven. At neutral pH, because of their basic nature, aminoglycosides 
are positively charged. Acids or bases are typically added to ESI solutions to facilitate 
protonation or deprotonation in positive and negative ion mode, respectively. RNA 
oligonucleotides are inherently negatively charged in solution because of the highly 
negatively charged phosphate backbone. Therefore, addition of bases to the ESI 
solution enhances deprotonation, thus improving ionization efficiency. Here, we 
investigate the effect of pH on RNA-aminoglycoside binding, ranging from acidic to 
basic pH.  
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Figure 3.11. Mass spectra of 16S/16S* - paromomycin complexes plotted as a function 
of solution pH.  
 
Figure 3.11 shows representative mass spectra of 16S/16S* - paromomycin 
complexes as a function of pH from pH 3.0 to pH 11.5. Formic acid (FA) and 
triethylamine (TEA) were used as the acid and base in these experiments. Not 
surprisingly, as the pH increases, so does the ionization efficiency. However, the charge 
state distribution shifts to higher charge states and, due to Coulomb repulsion, 
secondary structure is likely destabilized. Also, weakest binding of paromomycin to the 
A-site is observed at pH 11.5 (1.71 µM). At elevated pH, the sugar moieties of the 
aminoglycosides are likely not protonated. The interactions with the RNA are, therefore, 
weakened, resulting in a higher KD value. As shown in Figure 3.12, optimal ligand-
binding occurs at neutral pH, 7.5.  
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Figure 3.12. 16S (blue diamonds) and 16S* (red squares) / aminoglycoside complex KD 
values as a function of solution pH; (a) paromomycin, (b) kanamycin B, (c) apramycin, 
and (d) ribostamycin. Error bars are the result of triplicate measurements. 
 
Table 3.3 | KD values of aminoglycosides bound to 16s A-site construct as a function of pH  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Ligand pH 3.0 pH 5.0 pH 7.5 pH 8.5 pH 11.5 Ref46 
Paromomycin 0.45 + 0.09 0.36 + 0.05 0.10 + 0.08 0.71 + 0.07 1.71 + 0.08 0.2 
Kanamycin B 0.51 + 0.01 2.31 + 0.12 2.03 + 0.22 3.15 + 0.15 5.34 + 0.39 1.4 
Apramycin 1.13 + 0.10 0.99 + 0.03 0.86 + 0.05 1.32 + 0.06 2.38 + 0.33 6.3 
Ribostamycin 1.71 + 0.08 2.74 + 0.22 3.70 + 0.30 3.72 + 0.36 4.01 + 0.14 25 
Standard error is the result of triplicate measurements. 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
 
We examined the effect of ESI solution conditions on the confirmation and ligand 
binding of A-site RNA/aminoglycoside complexes via ion mobility mass spectrometry 
and ligand binding assays, respectively. For a given charge state, solvent conditions 
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(ionic strength and organic content) does not alter the CCS of the ion. The data suggest 
that ESI solution conditions do not have a major effect on RNA hairpin conformation on 
the timescale of the given experiment.  REMD simulations produced a plethora of 
candidate gas-phase structures, owing to the heterogeneity of RNA conformations. The 
7- charge state most closely resembles the native solution-phase structure. Further 
computational charge localization experiments are needed to sample a wider range of 
gas-phase structures. Binding strength remains constant (within error) up to ~ 50% 
MeOH and optimal binding occurs at neutral pH, suggesting that the A-site hairpin is not 
greatly disrupted under such conditions and allowing for native top-down experiments 
(e.g., via niECD). The combination of IMMS and REMD provides insight into RNA 
hairpin behavior in both solution and gas-phase and constitutes a potential approach for 
studying native RNA interactions.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Negative-Ion Mode Mass Spectrometry for Revealing Interaction sites within RNA-
Protein Complexes and Selective Infrared Multiphoton Dissociation of RNA-
peptide Crosslinks Species  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Ribonucleic acids (RNAs) often form complexes with proteins (e.g., ribonuclease P) to 
perform various cellular functions.1 Detailed knowledge of such interaction sites 
provides a basis for understanding RNA functions. The RNA world hypothesis states 
that the current world was originated from early RNA catalysis. Throughout time, 
however, structural evidence has supported the central dogma of biology and RNAs 
serve mainly as genetic transfer molecules.2 One exception is ribonuclease P (RNase 
P), which is an enzyme that catalyzes the maturation of the 5’end of tRNA precursors by 
cleaving extra nucleotides at the 5’end. Until recently, all known RNase P enzymes are 
composed of RNA and one or more protein components. However; Holzmann et al. 
showed evidence of a protein-only (or proteinaceous) RNase P (PRORP) in human 
mitochondria.3-5 One question is whether the PRORP evolved independently from the 
RNA-RNase P. Knowledge of PRORP interaction sites with tRNA will help gain 
additional mechanistic and evolutionary understanding of the PRORP enzyme family. 
With few available high-resolution RNA-protein complex structures, crosslinking 
techniques and non-covalent interaction mapping coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) 
provide an alternative tool for identifying interaction sites.6-10 
Chemical and photochemical crosslinking techniques have emerged as the gold 
standard for locking interactions between nucleic acids and neighboring proteins of 
interest.11 One example of a chemical crosslinking method is utilization of formaldehyde 
as the crosslink.12,13 Formaldehyde readily permeates cell walls and membranes, which 
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results in efficient crosslinks between proteins, DNAs, RNAs and other reactive 
molecules. A drawback of this approach is that formaldehyde can also induce protein–
protein crosslinking, which compounds the difficulty in identifying direct protein–RNA 
interactions and yields generally low crosslinking yields, a particular problem for 
identification of nucleic aids that are expressed at low levels in cells. Another method of 
crosslinking is by chemically modifying the RNA backbone via acidophenacyl (AzP). 
AzP is introduced at a single position in the RNA, typically at the 5’ or 3’ ends. This 
method of crosslinking provides a broader view of proteins in the direct vicinity of the 
particular position of the crosslink (~9 Å). AzP reacts with primary amines, inserting into 
C-H and N-H bonds. This method, however, is undesirable for protein-RNA complexes 
with numerous interaction sites across the entire molecule because the position of the 
crosslink is fixed. Incorporating this type of crosslink at other regions of the RNA 
molecule must be done with great care as to not jeopardize the secondary or tertiary 
structure of the entire molecule.  
 RNA-protein crosslinks can also be established by UV irradiation at 254 nm. 
This method takes advantage of the naturally occurring UV reactivity of the RNA 
nucleobases at 254 nm.14 Crosslinking specificity, in this manner, may not be easily 
controlled, however. One way to better control specificity and also enhance crosslinking 
efficiency is by incorporating chromophores, such as a thio- or bromo groups, that react 
at significantly longer wavelengths.15 UV irradiation of 5-bromouridine (5-BrU) 
substituted RNA, for example, leads to the production of highly reactive uracilyl 
radicals.16,17 As a result, proteins in the vicinity of RNA readily covalently binds to BrU 
substituted RNA. 5-BrU reacts most readily with sulfur- and aromatic-containing amino 
acids. It is worth noting, however, that 5-BrU can also react with other amino acids, 
although less readily, except for proline. Once a crosslink has been established, 
identification of crosslinked species is the next challenge. Crosslinking methods suffer 
from their potentially low yield for protein-RNA crosslinks, making it difficult to identify 
crosslinks in an excess of non-crosslinked species. Enrichment of crosslinked species 
over non-crosslinked species as well as identification of crosslinked species can be 
employed to circumvent these issues. For example, taking advantage of the similarities 
between protein-RNA crosslinks and phosphorylated peptides, enrichment strategies 
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used in phosphoproteomics can be employed:18 Immobilized metal affinity 
chromatography (IMAC) separates peptides based on their ability to interact with metal 
ions (Fe, Co, Cd, Ni, or Zn).19 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) enrichment also utilizes 
interactions with the negatively charged sites of the crosslinked species.18,20 A 
complementary approach to the aforementioned chemical methods is taking advantage 
of the physical properties of the RNA phosphate group(s). Irradiation with 10.6 µm 
infrared (IR) photons has been shown to selectively dissociate phosphorylated 
peptides.21-23 However, to our knowledge, this approach has not previously been 
extended to RNA-peptide crosslinks.  
Significant attention has been devoted to identifying peptides directly interacting 
with RNA via conventional bottom-up liquid chromatography (LC) combined with RNA 
digestion (e.g., with RNase A, T1, or a combination of both enzymes) into mono-, di-, or 
tri-nucleotides.18,24-27 Such workflows, however, are typically unable to determine the 
crosslinking site within the RNA. Complementary tandem mass spectrometric 
techniques allow for a broader range of sequence information because multiple 
fragmentation pathways are accessed.28 Here, we explore an RNA-centric approach 
with the goal to elucidate the binding sites between PRORP and pre-tRNA. We employ 
various negative ion mode MS/MS techniques (both slow-heating and electron-based) 
on RNA-peptide models, which are either crosslinked or non-covalently linked. Finally 
we introduce an alternative technique for crosslink identification via selective 
dissociation in IRMPD.   
 
4.2 Experimental 
 
4.2.1 Reagents 
 
HPLC grade water and methanol (MeOH), formic acid (FA), triethylamine (TEA), and 
oxidized insulin chain A (GIVEQC[SO3H]C[SO3H]ASVC[SO3H]SLYQLENYC[SO3H]N) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The peptides angiotensin I 
(DRVIHPFHL), substance P (RPKPQQFFGLM), and ACTH 1-10 (SYSMEHFRWG), 
was purchased from BaChem (Bubendorf, Switzerland). Cholecystokinin (CCK) was 
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purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, MA). RNA oligonucleotide (rGCAUAC) was 
purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA). All peptides and 
oligonucleotides were dissolved in 50/50 water/MeOH electrospray solution and directly 
infused at 1-5 µM concentrations. C-18 ZipTips were used for further desalting, if 
necessary. Dr. Michael Howard from the Fieke Lab provided the proteinaceous RNase 
P 1 (PRORP1), from Arabidopsis thaliana, for LC/MS analysis. For the click-chemistry 
reaction, the synthetic peptide (RGDFIF*KQ), in which F* is 4-azidophenylanine, was 
purchased from Eurogentec, UK. The 11-mer oligonucleotide (UAACUAUCAU*G-Biotin-
TEG3’), in which U* is 5-ethynyl-2’deoxyuridine (5EdU), was purchased from BaseClick, 
Germany. 
 
4.2.2 Non-Covalent Complex 
 
RNA oligonucleotide (rGCAUAC)/peptide (angiotensin I (DRVIHPFHL) and substance P 
(RPKPQQFFGLM)), complexes were prepared by mixing the peptide at 2:1 molar 
excess with the RNA. The solution was left to sit at 37 C for 30 minutes. The resulting 
complexes were diluted into ESI solution (50/50 water/methanol) without further 
purification. All proteins and oligonucleotides were diluted to a final concentration of 1-2 
µM.  
  
4.2.3 Tandem Mass Spectrometry 
 
All mass spectra were acquired with a 7-T quadrupole-FT-ICR mass spectrometer 
(SolariX, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) retrofitted with a Synrad Firestar 25 W, 10.6 
µm infrared laser. Peptides and oligonucleotides were infused into an Apollo II 
electrospray ionization source at an ESI Flow rate of 100 µL/h. The capillary voltages 
ranged from 3,500 to 3,800 V for negative-ion mode analysis. The drying gas flow rate 
and temperature were 4.0 L/min and 180°C, respectively, for all experiments. Ions were 
selected by the external quadrupole selected, accumulated in a hexapole for 1.0 to 5.0 
seconds, and transported to the ICR cell for further activation and dissociation. CID 
experiments were performed in the collision cell at energies ranging from 15 to 20 V. 
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For niECD experiments, the cathode bias was set to - 4.0 to - 6.0 V with the ECD lens 
ranging from - 2.5 to - 4.5 V. Time domain data were Fourier transformed and resulting 
frequencies corresponding to m/z 200 to 2000 were displayed via ftmsControl software 
(version 2.1, Bruker Daltonics) at a data acquisition size of 1M summed over 64–128 
scans. The data were analyzed by Compass DataAnalysis software (version 4.4 Bruker, 
Daltonics). Calculated m/z values for oligonucleotides and their product ions were 
obtained from Mongo Oligo Mass Calculator v2.08 
(http://mods.rna.albany.edu/masspec/Mongo-Oligo). Calculated peptide mass lists were 
obtained from Protein Prospector v5.20.0 
(http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/mshome.htm).  
 
4.2.4 Protein Digestion and LC/MS Separation 
 
PRORP1 was first buffered exchanged into 50 mM NH4CO3. 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) 
was used to reduce possible disulfide bonds, the reaction was left to incubate for 45 
minutes at 55° C. Alkylating agent iodoacetamide (IAA) was added to inhibit disulfide 
bond reformation, the reaction was left to react for 45 minutes. Finally, trypsin was 
added at a concentration of 1:100 trypsin:protein and was left to incubate overnight at 
37° C. The reaction was quenched with 1 µL FA prior to LC/MS analysis. The sample 
was injected onto an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Agilent, Wilmington, DE) via an 
Eclipse XDB reversed-phase C-18 column (2.1 x 150 mm, 5 µm particle size; Agilent) 
with a linear gradient from 2-98% B (95/5 acetonitrile/water with 0.1% formic acid) over 
50 minutes. The eluent was introduced inti the mass spectrometer and analyzed in 
positive-ion mode.  
 
4.2.5 Click-Chemistry Reaction and LC/MS/MS via Data Independent Acquisition  
 
The reaction was performed as descried in the Oligo-Click-M-Reload Kit and as 
previously described.29 5 µL of the activator solution was added to the vial of catalyst 
beads. 40 µL of 300 µM RNA and 10 µL of 10 µM peptide solution were added to the 
reaction vial. The reaction was left to react on a water bath at 45° C for 4 hours. The 
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samples were then diluted to 10 µM in 10 mM ETDA prior to analysis. Standard peptide 
mix (ACTH, CCK, rCGAUAC, insulin chain A, and Angiotensin I) was injected into an 
Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Agilent) via a Luna C18 reversed-phase column (25 cm x 1 
cm, 5 µm particle size; Phenomonex, Torrance, CA). Peptides were separated via a 
step-wise gradient, %B (95/5 acetonitrile/water with 0.1% FA) was increased from 1.0% 
to 15% over 10 minutes followed by an increase of 15-38% over 40 minutes. The eluent 
was introduced into the mass spectrometer and analyzed in negative-ion mode in Auto 
MS/MS serial mode without quadrupole isolation. In every other scan, the peptides were 
irradiated at 6.25 W for 150 ms. All product ion peaks were manually assigned within 10 
ppm mass accuracy. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 MS/MS of Non-covalent RNA-peptide Complexes 
 
Upon negative-ion mode ESI of a substance P and rGCAUAC mixture, a 1:1 
stoichiometric complex is observed at relatively high ion abundance (Figure 4.1), owing 
to the stability of salt bridges in the gas phase. Polarity and solution pH both have an 
effect on complex observation in the gas phase. The percentage of complex formation 
is given by:  
 
% Complex= Ion abundances corresponding to RNA-peptide complex
Ion abundances in spectrum
 x 100                (Equation 4.1) 
 
 
All peaks are corrected for charge. At acidic pH, 3 and 5, only 0.8% and 0.7% complex 
is observed in positive ion mode, respectively. On the other hand, in negative-ion mode, 
21% and 2% complex is seen. Optimal complex detection occurs at neutral pH; 27% 
complex is observed in negative-ion mode and 0.1 % in positive-ion mode. At basic pH, 
8.5 and 11.5, 9% and 10% complex was observed in negative-ion mode whereas, in 
positive-ion mode, only 1% and 0.3% complex was detected. These data show the 
utility of negative-ion mode for probing non-covalent RNA-peptide complexes. In 
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positive-ion mode, the phosphates along the RNA backbone are protonated, thus 
hindering salt bridge formation with basic peptide side chains such as arginine.30 
Therefore, negative-ion mode fragmentation techniques are preferred.  
 
Figure 4.1. A. ESI mass spectrum of a non-covalent RNA-substance P complex in 
negative-ion mode (pH 7); B. positive-ion mode (pH 7). The percent RNA-peptide 
complex is significantly increased in negative ion-mode at neutral pH. 
 
Upon collisional activation (15 V) of the RNA-angiotensin I complex, preferential 
disruption of the non-covalent interaction is observed (Figure 4.2a). The CID spectrum 
also shows extensive c and y-type fragmentation, corresponding to full sequence 
coverage of the RNA. However, limited fragmentation of the peptide moiety is observed 
with only b8 and y8 fragment ions produced. CID is a high-energy process, typically 
cleaving the most labile bonds within a molecule. In this case, the salt-bridge(s) formed 
between the peptide and the RNA was not sufficiently strong to survive collisional 
activation. Electron-based fragmentation techniques have been shown to retain labile 
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groups in the gas phase. The complex was subjected to electron irradiation (6.5 V 
cathode bias), Figure 4.2 B. The charge-increased species ([Complex – 2H]2-]) is 
observed but no fragments are generated. 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) CID (15 V) MS/MS of RNA-angiotensin I complex. Extensive 
fragmentation of the RNA moiety is observed with very limited fragmentation of the 
peptide; (b) niEC(D) spectrum of the doubly deprotonated RNA-angiotensin I complex. 
Electron capture is observed but no fragments are generated.  
 
CID (20 V) of the RNA-substance P complex resulted in full sequence coverage 
of the RNA moiety via c and y ion series (Figure 4.3 A). The peptide moiety did not 
fragment. As in the previous example, the major fragmentation pathway is the 
dissociation of the RNA-peptide non-covalent interaction. niECD with supplemental IR 
activation (200 ms prior to electron irradiation) was able to preserve the intact complex. 
As shown in Figure 4.3 B, electron capture (to yield [Complex - 2H]2-]) is observed, 
along with y2, y3, and y4 fragment ions from the RNA. Also observed are c8, c10 and y9 
fragment ions from the peptide. The site of interaction, however, is not elucidated. 
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Collisional activation is not a reliable technique for probing interaction sites within non-
covalent RNA-peptide complexes in the absence of mostly basic residues, such as for 
the arginine rich tat peptide.28 A possible rationale for the preferential dissociation of the 
RNA-peptide complex is that the utilized model peptides contain only a single arginine 
residue. As a result, there are limited charge-charge interactions holding the complex 
together compared with HIV TAR-tat non-covalent complex. 
 
Figure 4.3. (a) CID (20 V) MS/MS spectrum of RNA-substance P complex. Extensive 
fragmentation of the RNA moiety is observed (blue) with no fragmentation of the 
peptide; (b) AI-niECD spectrum of the doubly deprotonated RNA-substance P complex.  
 
 
4.3.2 Selective IRMPD of RNA-peptide Crosslinks 
 
A PRORP enzyme from Arabidopsis thaliana (PRORP1), which localizes to 
mitochondria and catalyzes pre–tRNA processing similar to the human mitochondrial 
PRORP, has been crystalized.5 In order to build relevant RNA-peptide model systems, 
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mimicking RNA-peptide crosslinks for MS analysis of PRORP, a trypsin digest of the 
PRORP1 protein was first performed to identify candidate peptides (Figure 4.4). 90% 
sequence coverage was obtained from LC/MS analysis. The PRORP 1 derived peptide 
RGFDIFKQ was chosen for click chemistry. 
 
Figure 4.4. Total ion chromatogram of trypsin digested PRORP1 protein. About 90% 
sequence coverage was obtained following LC/MS of trypsin-digested protein (Inset) 
The crystal structure of proteinaceous RNase P 1 (PRORP1) from A. thaliana. PDB ID: 
4G26.5 
 
The PRORP1 derived peptide was synthesized with a 4-azidophenylalanine at position 
8 and an alkyne modified 11-mer RNA sequence, containing 5EdU at position 10, was 
purchased.  These two analytes were subjected to copper mediated click-chemistry to 
form a triazole linkage (Scheme 4.1). Confirmation of this linkage was performed via 
HPLC separation as shown in the extracted-ion chromatograms in Figure 4.5. The 
crosslinked species eluted at 19.7 minutes whereas the unreacted peptide eluted at 
24.6 minutes. The free RNA (at lower concentration) was not observed. These 
conditions resulted in low crosslinking yield because there was an insufficient amount of 
starting RNA. Further investigation of reaction conditions is needed to optimize the 
crosslinking yield.   
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Scheme 4.1. Schematic of the click chemistry reaction for formation of a model RNA-
peptide crosslink. 4-azidophenylaline reacts with 5EdU via a copper mediated reaction 
to form a triazole linkage.29 
 
In order to differentiate crosslinked peptides from non-crosslinked peptides within 
a peptide mixture, five standard peptides and an RNA oligonucleotide were prepared at 
equimolar concentrations, separated by LC and introduced into a mass spectrometer 
equipped with IRMPD. The IR laser fired in every other scan at 6.25 W for 150 ms. 
Figure 4.5 shows the extracted ion chromatograms for each peptide before (black) and 
after (red) IR irradiation.  
 
Figure 4.5. Extracted ion chromatograms for (a) rGCAUAC, (b) the synthetic crosslink, 
(c) ACTH 1-10, (d) angiotensin I, (e) 4-azidophenylalanine-containing PRORP1 tryptic 
peptide, (f) CCK, and (g) oxidized insulin chain A before (black) and after (red) IR 
irradiation for 150 ms at 6.25 W.  
 
Peaks (a) and (b) correspond to the RNA oligonucleotide rGCAUAC and the crosslink, 
respectively. Upon IR irradiation, the abundance of Peaks (a) and (b) decreased by 96 
and 88%, respectively. These two peaks correspond to the only phosphate containing 
species in the mixture. The observed selective dissociation is the result of the P-O 
stretching frequency being in resonance with the 10.6 µm photons.31,32 As shown in 
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Figure 4.6, upon IR irradiation, the RNA oligonucleotide fragments resulting in full 
sequence coverage.  
Figure 4.6. Mass spectrum of RNA hexamer, rGCAUAC, before (black) and after (red) 
IR irradiation. 
 
For the RNA-peptide crosslink species (Fig. 4.6), c1, c2, c3, and c4 product ions are 
observed from the RNA moiety but only a b5 ion for the peptide moiety, demonstrating 
the utility of IR irradiation to sequence RNA-peptide crosslink species in an RNA-centric 
manner.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Mass spectrum of RNA-PRORP1 peptide crosslink species before (black) 
and after (red) IR irradiation. Peaks that are not annotated do not correspond to any 
sequence informative ions from the heteroconjugate. 
 
Peptide ions lacking phosphates required ~six times longer IR irradiation times for 
similar degrees of dissociation. Peaks (c), (d) and (f) (Fig. 4.5), corresponding to the 
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peptides ACTH 1-10, angiotensin I, and CCK, changed by 12, 9.4, and 8%, 
respectively, upon IR irradiation. The absence of fragmentation for these peptides 
further demonstrates that non-phosphate containing peptides are not affected by IR 
irradiation at the current experimental conditions (6.25 W, 150 ms).  
Figure 4.8. Mass spectrum of ACTH 1-10 peptide before (black) and after (red) IR 
irradiation. 
 
Figure 4.9. Mass spectrum of angiotensin I peptide before (black) and after (red) IR 
irradiation. 
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Figure 4.10. Mass spectrum of CCK peptide before (black) and after (red) IR irradiation. 
 
Peak (g) (Fig. 4.5) corresponds to oxidized insulin chain A and decreased by 13%. In 
positive-ion mode, RSO3H containing species have been shown to highly selectively 
absorb 10.6 µm photons.33,34 This effect is not observed in negative-ion mode because 
the sulfate group is deprotonated (e.g., RSO3-), which changes the absorbance 
maximum.   
 
Figure 4.11. Mass spectrum of oxidized insulin chain A peptide before (black) and after 
(red) IR irradiation. 
 
 Peak (e) (Fig. 4.5) corresponds to the 4-azidophenylalanine-containing PRORP1 
peptide. Upon IR irradiation, this peak decreases by 51%. This unexpected result may 
be due to unique gas-phase properties of the azide group.  Previous computational and 
experimental determinations of N3• and N3- vibrational spectra do not show evidence for 
absorption around 943 cm-1 (corresponding to the 10.6 µm photons utilized here).35 
However, a peptide-linked azide group may show absorption shifts. Also, as shown in 
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Figure 4.12, the absence of fragmentation suggests that the IR irradiation at 150 ms is 
not sufficient to induce fragmentation of the peptide. Nevertheless, the observed 
behavior introduces a possible false positive although azide groups are not typically 
used for RNA-protein photo-crosslinking. Further optimization of this technique (e.g., IR 
laser power and pulse length) is needed to obtain more extensive fragmentation whilst 
still remaining selective for phosphate containing molecules. Overall, the data presented 
suggest that IRMPD can be used as an effective tool for selectively dissociating RNA-
peptide crosslinked species within a pool of tryptic unmodified peptides.    
Figure 4.12: Mass spectrum of 4-azidophenylalanine-containing PRORP1 peptide 
before (black) and after (red) IR irradiation. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 
Slow heating MS/MS techniques (e.g., CID) resulted in near complete sequence 
information for the RNA moiety within peptide-RNA non-covalent complexes. Binding 
site information, however, is lost because the primary fragmentation pathway is 
dissociation of the complex. niECD, on the other hand, does not result in such 
dissociation, suggesting that niECD could be a potentially powerful technique for 
probing binding site information within non-covalent RNA complexes. Click-chemistry 
was used to produce stable, short-linker crosslinks, mimicking the crosslinked species 
produced by UV crosslinking approaches. Continued optimization of crosslinking 
conditions should improve crosslinking yield for improved information content in MS/MS 
spectra and allow for additional electron-based MS/MS techniques (e.g., niECD). We 
also examined the use of IRMPD to selectively identify RNA containing molecules. 
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Upon IR irradiation, fragmentation occurred for all RNA containing species within a 
peptide mixture, thus allowing for facile identification RNA-peptide crosslinked species. 
The data presented here introduce potential tools for identifying and elucidating RNA-
peptide crosslinking sites within a tRNA-PRORP1 digest. 
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Chapter 5 	
On-Chip Mixing for Colorimetric Quantitation of Salicylic Acid in Agar Microfluidic 
Channels: An Undergraduate Laboratory Experiment 
5.1 Introduction 
“Lab on a chip” technologies have gained much popularity over the past decade 
because high sensitivity is achieved with very little sample requirement (down to femto-
liter amounts).1-4 The field of microfluidics is revolutionizing chemical analysis as shown 
in the areas of clinical diagnostics, separations, DNA amplification, protein engineering, 
single cell analysis, to name a few.5-9 Microfluidic devices are typically on the 
micrometer scale and can manipulate extremely small amounts of fluids. In the on-going 
attempt to modernize undergraduate analytical chemistry curricula, many institutions 
have incorporated microfluidics as a tool to teach chemical principles.10-18  
Photolithography is a common approach to device fabrication and 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is among the most common materials used.19,20 Yang et 
al. introduced a soft lithography workflow which utilizes cost effective everyday 
materials such as coffee stirrers, paper plates, and Jell-O to mimic conventional 
photolithographic workflows.21 However, attempts to implement this Jell-O-based 
laboratory in our introductory analytical chemistry course proved challenging due to the 
brittleness of Jell-O. We also sought to expand the experiment to include on-chip 
quantitative analysis but the strong color of Jell-O was not suitable for colorimetry. 
Therefore, we use agar as our molds. Agar provides several advantages, including 
being translucent and thus allowing fluids to be easily visualized as they flow through 
microfluidic channels. Agar, also, cures relatively quickly (~15 minutes), greatly reducing 
experimental time.  
 The laminar flow in microfluidic channels prevents effective mixing, thus making it 
challenging to probe chemical reactions. Chip geometries are typically modified in order 
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to circumvent this issue, such as introducing bumps and turns.22-24 Here we describe a 
novel experiment, which explores different channel geometries and solvent conditions to 
affect mixing in the agar-based microfluidic chip and uses image analysis (employing 
ImageJ, a Java-based image processing program freely available from the National 
Institutes of Health) to quantify the concentration of salicylic acid flowing through a 
microfluidic channel. Students can use their smart phones, similar to the acid-base 
titration experiment introduced by Nogueira et al. who used a free app for colorimetric 
analysis on wax printed paper,25 or digital cameras available in the lab. Our experiment 
achieves several pedagogical goals, including (1) introduction of the fundamentals of 
microfluidics, (2) teaching the basics of lithography in the context of agar chip 
fabrication, (3) employing the designed chips to study fluid dynamics and mixing in the 
context of laminar vs. turbulent flow, and (4) quantitative analysis of salicylic acid via 
colorimetric analysis with Image J. We chose quantification of salicylic acid through 
complexation with iron (III) because the iron (III)–salicylate complex is highly colored 
and easily visualized in the microfluidic devices.  RGB analysis is employed to construct 
a calibration curve as a function of salicylate concentration. This calibration curve is 
compared to a calibration curve constructed via visible spectrometry, an experiment 
performed earlier in the course).  
 
5.2 Experimental Overview 
 
This experiment is intended for two 4-hour lab periods in an introductory level analytical 
chemistry laboratory course (Quantitative Analysis Lab). Chip fabrication and 
characterization is accomplished in the first lab period. Students are encouraged to 
prepare multiple chips (at least 6) to ensure success of the experiment. Figure 5.1 
shows various chip geometries: a straight “Y-channel”, “Zig-Zag”, and “90°” channels. 
Once the chips are constructed, students characterize them by determining whether 
their chips promote laminar or turbulent flow regimes (see below for detailed 
description). The final part of the experiment is the on-chip detection of iron-salicylate. 
Here, students use digital cameras or smart phones and ImageJ software to determine 
the concentration of various iron salicylate solutions by RGB analysis.  
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(a)  (b) (c)  
 
Figure 5.1. Outline of channel geometries that students will construct: “Y” channel (A), 
“90°” channel (B), and “Zigzag” channel. Figures are not drawn to scale.  
 
5.2.1 Fabrication of Microfluidic Chips 
 
The main materials used to create the molds are aluminum weighing pans, wooden 
coffee stirrers, and super glue. The coffee stirrers are cut into different shapes and sizes 
depending on the design of the mold and then glued onto the aluminum, creating a 
specific pattern. Students produce three types of molds (Figure 5.1): “Y-channel” molds, 
“Zig-Zag” molds, and “90°” molds. Students construct the desired shape molds on the 
aluminum weighing pans by cutting and super gluing the coffee stirrers to their desired 
geometries. The Graduate Student Instructor provides sample molds to ease the cutting 
process. It is important that the entire length of each segment of the mold is glued 
securely, as any loose pieces can be displaced when the agar is added, thus ruining the 
chip. The channel(s) are arranged so that the inlets and outlets are placed at the edges 
of the weighing pans. Once the coffee stirrers are glued to the pan, a light coat of nail 
polish is applied over the wooden stirrers. For each mold, 4.5 g of agar powder is added 
to 150 mL of boiling DI water and stirred constantly with a stir bar. To streamline the 
process, students are encouraged to use 600 mL of boiling water (1L glass beakers are 
provided for this purpose) and add 18 g of agar slowly/little by little to avoid clumps (this 
amount should be enough for four molds so repeated twice). NOTE: As soon as the 
agar has been added and the solution is cooling, it will begin to thicken immediately, 
making transfer of the solution difficult if the chips are not ready for immediate pouring. 
The agar mixture is slowly poured into the molds that were previously prepared, 
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ensuring that the coffee stirrers are covered completely. The filled molds are allowed to 
cool to room temperature on the lab bench until they begin to set. After the chips have 
cured, they are carefully peeled from the molds and placed on acrylic surfaces.  
 
5.2.2 Characterization of Flow Regimes 
 
Liquid flow is delivered at the “top” of the Y inlet by calibrated peristaltic pumps, 
previously used for titration-based experiments. The peristaltic pumps are set at flow 
rates in the range of 0.8-1.2 mL/min. To improve the robustness of the setup, the 
tubings are run through and held by “helping hands” (Figure 5.2). Blue and red colored 
water are slowly, but evenly, injected into the separate channels. The flow profile is 
documented with digital cameras or smart phones. The experiments are repeated with 
methanol-based solutions. Viscometers are used for viscosity measurements; triplicate 
measurements are taken. All chip geometries are characterized in the same way.  
 
5.2.3 On-chip Detection of Salicylate 
 
Five standard solutions of sodium salicylate are prepared in deionized water; 10 mM, 25 
mM, 40 mM, 60 mM and 75 mM. The chip design/conditions that provided most 
effective mixing is the most ideal chip to use for this part of the experiment. Salicylate 
solutions are injected into one channel via one of the inlets whereas acidic 10 mM ferric 
nitrate solution is injected into the other. In cases where mixing was not achieved for 
any of the chip designs, students can mix 100 µL of each salicylate solution with 10 mL 
ferric nitrate solution and then inject this mixture directly. For either scenario, it is very 
important to start with the lowest concentration, as the purple iron-salicylate solution 
tends to stain the channel in the chip. For RGB color analysis of the resulting images, 
the freeware ImageJ from the NIH is used.  
 
5.2.4 Hazards 
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Students should be in proper personal protective equipment at all times when working in 
the laboratory. Heat gloves or “hot hands” are strongly recommended when working 
with the boiling agar solutions. Laboratory gloves are also recommended when handling 
iron salicylate and acidic ferric nitrate solutions.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
 
5.3.1 Chip Fabrication 
 
The soft lithography technique, used to fabricate the chip, was adapted from the method 
of Yang et al.21 The changes made to their method provided many benefits. The agar 
being translucent allowed for clear visualization of on-chip mixing, in contrast to a Jell-O 
based mold that is highly colored. Also, the agar cured in roughly 10 minutes whereas it 
takes Jell-O up to several hours to cure. Students are thus able to prepare many more 
chips in the event that some of their chips break. Finally, agar is much more sturdy once 
cured than Jell-O. Another change was that double-sided tape was replaced by 
superglue. Along with the light coat of nail polish, the glued coffee stirrers made for very 
fine, uniform channels. Finally, the cured chips were placed on acrylic surfaces for 
analysis. The acrylic surface created a superior seal with the agar mold compared with 
the previously used aluminum dishes, preventing any fluid from escaping the channels. 
Students are able to prepare at least six chips in the first two hours of the first day of the 
two-part experiment. The ease of the protocol introduces students to lithography 
techniques in the context of fabricating microfluidic devices. Also, students are given the 
opportunity to be creative and design a chip, which they believe will provide optimal 
mixing.  
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Figure 5.2. Photo of experimental setup.  
 
5.3.2 Characterization of chip: The Reynolds’s Number 
 
The microfluidic chips are characterized by their ability to promote either laminar or 
turbulent flow. One consequence of laminar flow is that turbulent mixing of fluids does 
not occur, which is a major problem when attempting to perform reactions on chip, in 
our case attempting to mix iron (III) and salicylate on the chip. A number of 
dimensionless parameters exist that govern the behavior of fluids in microfluidic 
channels. For example, the Reynolds number (Re) relates inertial to viscous forces, the 
Peclet number relates convection to diffusion, and the capillary number relates viscous 
forces to interfacial forces. In this experiment, students focus on Re, as its variables are 
easily manipulated to alter the Re value: 
 
Re = 
!"#!                                                  (Equation 5.1) 
 
in which L is the channel length, V is the average fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, and 
µ is the dynamic viscosity. As the Re increases, inertial forces dominate, destabilizing 
the flow, and resulting in irregular turbulence. The transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow regimes in a straight circular pipe occurs at Re between 2,000 and 3,000. Students 
use these numbers to differentiate flow regimes (Table 1)26. The effect of Re is 
demonstrated by having students manipulate channel geometry and solvent viscosity in 
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order to achieve on-chip mixing. Students use blue and red food coloring dye to 
visualize the fluid dynamics.  
Figure 5.3. Representative photos taken from 90º turning channels on student-
constructed chips; (a) Pure water; the flow remains laminar with the red and blue dye 
flowing side by side. (b) 50/50 water/methanol; little mixing is observed. (c) Pure 
methanol; mixing is observed. Photos were taken of the same region of the channel. 
The width of the channel is 0.5 cm.   
 
Figure 5.3 shows red and blue color dye as they are introduced in the two separate 
inlets and flow through the “90°” chip geometry. The flow remains laminar through the 
channel when pure water is used (Figure 5.3a). As the methanol to water ratio 
increases, students observe more mixing in the channels (Figure 5.3b-c). We observe 
similar behavior with the other two channel geometries: mixing of the red and blue color 
dyes was not observed with 100% water despite chip geometries with sharp turns 
(Figure 5.4a-c). Increasing the methanol content to 50% promoted mixing in the “Zig-
Zag” and “90°” channels (Figure 5.4e and f, respectively). Very little to no mixing, 
however, was observed in the “Y” channel despite increased methanol composition 
(Figure 5.4d), presumably because angled turns are needed to promote turbulent 
mixing.  
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Figure 5.4. Photographs of student-constructed microfluidic devices. Channels a-c have 
colored water flowing through the channels. Despite varying the channel geometry, the 
flow remains laminar. Channels d-f contain 50% methanol dye solutions. In these cases, 
mixing is observed. However, despite this fluid composition, very little to no mixing was 
observed in the “Y” channels (d).  
 
The “90°” channel geometry generally showed the most effective mixing, likely due to 
the long channel length and the number of corners. The determined Re for the “90°” 
geometry was highest among the chip geometries, as shown in Table 1. The “Y” 
channel had the lowest Re with flows being almost exclusively laminar. One interesting 
observation to note regarding Table 1 is that the Re was much lower for the 50/50 
water/methanol mixtures across all geometries because viscosity does not vary linearly 
with increasing methanol content (Figure 5.5). As methanol and water mix, the mixture 
moves away from ideality.27 Intermolecular forces (i.e., hydrogen bonds) increase, 
which results in a more viscous fluid. The viscosity peaks around 55% methanol content 
and then drops back down when the solution becomes more pure.  
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Table 5.1| Re as a function of methanol composition and channel geometry 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5. Measured kinematic viscosity as a function of methanol composition at 
room temperature.  
 
5.3.3 On-chip detection 
In the second week of the experiment, students use RGB analysis to quantify salicylate 
concentration and generate a calibration curve. They compare this calibration curve to 
one generated via visible spectrometry analysis, an experiment performed earlier in the 
course). We take advantage of the fact that iron (III)–salicylate complexes are highly 
colored. As the concentration of salicylate in solution increases, the solution becomes 
darker (Figure 5.6).  
Channel Geometry 
Percent 
Methanol 
Reynolds 
Number (Re) 
“Y" 
0 
50 
100 
256 
125 
296 
“Zig-Zag” 
0 
50 
100 
430 
210 
496 
“90°” 
0 
50 
100 
1530 
748 
1770 
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Figure 5.6. Iron (III)–salicylate solutions at increasing concentrations of salicylate. The 
width of the channel is 0.5 cm.  
 
Students use smart phones or digital cameras to capture images of the solutions at the 
outlet end of the microfluidic channels. Students then transfer these images to the 
ImageJ software in which they are able to calculate the RGB of the purple solution. 
Because the iron (III)-salicylate complex is purple, red and blue color is likely most 
representative (red(mean) + blue(mean))/2). However, students are encouraged to 
attempt to utilize solely the blue and red output as well. For generation of a calibration 
curve, students plot RB (average), R, or B vs. concentration. In an RGB scale, the 
intensity of the color is defined as an integer between 0 and 255. As the intensity of the 
color decreases, so does the RGB value. In order to plot the calibration curve with a 
positive slope, it is necessary to subtract the RB (average), R, or B values from 255 and 
plot them against the known concentrations.  
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Figure 5.7. Representative calibration curves from student-constructed microfluidic 
device (top) and from visible spectroscopy (bottom). Very good correlation is observed 
between the RGB analysis and salicylate concentration with an R2 value of 0.96, which 
is only slightly lower than for the absorbance vs. salicylate curve.  
 
Figure 5.7 shows that very good correlation between RGB and salicylate concentration 
can be achieved. It is important to note that, in order to obtain reproducible data, 
students must carefully adjust lighting and capture images in the same region of the 
channel for each concentration. In cases where students elected to use their 
smartphones to capture images, higher resolution was achieved as the smartphone 
cameras handled lighting in a superior manner. Nevertheless, the data are promising as 
they suggest that agar-based microfluidic devices can be used to quantify unknown 
concentrations of analytes.  
 
5.3.4 Student Responses 
 
We surveyed two laboratory sections before and after completion of the experiment, 25 
total students completed the survey. The goal of the survey was to gauge the level of 
knowledge of microfluidics, fluid dynamics, and chip fabrication that the students had 
prior to performing the experiment.15,28 The post survey gauged the level of confidence 
the students possessed on the aforementioned topics. Figure 5.8 summarizes the 
results of the survey. Students responded to a series of statements with values ranging 
from 1 to 5, with strong disagreement as 1 and strong agreement as 5, respectively. 
Overall knowledge and understanding of microfluidics increased after completing this 
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experiment. Students also felt much more confident overall that they could explain basic 
fundamentals of microfluidics to their peers.  
 
Figure 5.8. Results of student surveys: We surveyed students across two sections (N = 
47) before and after they completed the microfluidics experiment. Students replied to a 
series of statements with values that ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 
agree).  
 
5.4 Conclusion 
 
The agar-based microfluidic experiment described here provides students with an 
inexpensive introduction to the field of microfluidics. Pedagogically, this experiment 
introduces students to the fundamentals of lithography, in the context of chip 
fabrications. Students also learn about fluid dynamics in microfluidic channels. In 
addition, students have the opportunity to be creative with everyday materials as they 
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design and optimize their own devices. We are currently working on expanding this 
experiment and introducing an unknown sample component in which students will use 
their calibration curve to determine an unknown amount of salicylate. The described 
experiment can be performed in high school and undergraduate laboratory courses 
everywhere.  
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5.6 Forms 
 
Figure 5.9. Pre-lab protocol provided to students  
 
Experiment 6: Introduction to Microfluidics 
(Adapted from Yang et al. Anal. Chem. 2010, 82, 5408–5414) 
1. Introduction: Goals of Experiment and Background 
The goal of this experiment is to teach you some fundamentals of microfluidics, especially laminar vs. 
turbulent flow and the difficulty of on-chip mixing of fluids.  Your objective is to construct channels (using 
coffee stirrers) of varying geometry in Agar and then study the effect of solvent viscosity on mixing of red 
and blue food color on the chip.  Digital cameras are available for documenting your results.  If mixing is 
feasible, you will mix iron(III) and salicylate on the chip to construct calibration curves for salicylate 
concentration and compare image analysis (employing ImageJ, a Java-based image processing program 
freely available from the National Institutes of Health) to the spectrophotometric determination you 
performed in Experiment 2.   
The interdisciplinary field of microfluidics develops miniaturized technologies for manipulating the flow 
and reaction of small amounts of fluids.  Microfluidics has the potential to revolutionize modern biology 
and medicine because it offers the advantages of working with smaller reagent volumes and shorter 
reaction times, which greatly reduce the cost required for an analysis.  Current efforts are being made to 
integrate an entire laboratory’s worth of analytical instrumentation onto a single chip to produce “lab on a 
chip” systems.  Microfluidics has been applied to solve problems in diverse areas in both basic and 
applied sciences, and highly parallelized microfluidic systems are also being actively explored to improve 
existing technologies.  Currently, highly integrated microfluidic chips with a thousand or more detection 
chambers can be produced and implemented easily. 
Many types of materials are used to fabricate microfluidic channels and chips. Among these, PDMS 
elastomer has been extensively used in microfluidics because of its low cost, optical transparency, 
relatively simple processing, and biocompatibility.  PDMS chips are usually fabricated using soft 
lithography, typically in three steps: rapid 
prototyping, replica molding, and sealing. Rapid 
prototyping produces the silicon mold; replica 
molding produces a solid PDMS chip from its 
liquid precursor; and sealing produces a seal 
between the PDMS and a rigid substrate, forming 
enclosed microfluidic channels.  In addition, the 
PDMS surface can be chemically modified and 
used in multiple applications including protein 
separation and biological studies.  Figure 1 
presents a workflow of how to mimic the soft 
lithography fabrication process with coffee stirrers 
and Agar. 
2. Introduction: Reynolds number 
Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless 
parameter, relating inertial to viscous forces in 
fluid flows: 
 
Re = LVρ/µ        (1) 
 
where L is the channel length, V is the average fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, and µ is the dynamic 
fluid viscosity (resistance to shearing flows).  
A high Re implies that inertial forces are dominant whereas a low Re implies that viscous forces 
are dominant. Therefore, Re is used to differentiate between laminar and turbulent flows.  Using water as 
Fig. 1.  Scheme for producing Agar chips using 
soft lithography.  (A) A negative mold is made with 
desired features. (B) Liquid chip material is poured 
onto the mold. (C) Mold with liquid material is 
cured. (D) Solidified chip is peeled off and (E) 
placed on a rigid substrate for experiments. 
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the working fluid (r = 1.0 g/cm3 and m = 0.010 g/cm·s) with a velocity of 1.0 cm/s and a channel radius of 
0.30 cm yields Re = 30.  Typically, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in round pipes occurs at Re 
= 2000-3000, so Re = 30 indicates that the flow is well within the laminar flow regime. One consequence 
of laminar flow is that turbulent mixing of fluids does NOT occur, which is a major problem in many 
microfluidics applications, e.g., attempting to mix iron(III) and salicylate on the chip.  In your experiments 
you will manipulate solvent viscosity and channel geometry to attempt on-chip mixing. 
 
3. Experimental  
3.1 Chemicals 
 Agar powder 
 Food color (red and blue) 
 Methanol 
 Salicylate 
 Ferric nitrate 
 
3.2. Materials 
  
Twelve 5” aluminum weighing pans 
7” wooden coffee stirrers (flat!)  
Single- and double-sided tape 
3.3. Instrument Setup 
Peristaltic pumps (2) 
Pipette tips 
Digital camera 
ImageJ program 
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4. Procedure 
4.1. Procedure for Agar Chip Fabrication 
 
The main materials used to create the molds are aluminum weighing pans, wooden coffee stirrers, and 
tape (bring out your inner MacGyver!).  The coffee stirrers are cut into different shapes and sizes 
depending on the design of the mold and then taped onto the aluminum pans using double sided tape, 
creating a specific pattern.  You will first produce two types of molds: Y-channel molds (see Fig. 
2B), and zigzag molds.  Make four of each to make sure you have enough chips!  For the zigzag 
molds, construct two inlets, similar to the Y channel but then have the mixing channel adopt a zigzag 
pattern on the plate.  To enhance turbulence at the corners, small angle turns should be used – you can 
experiment with different designs (i.e., sharp and less sharp zigzag turns).  The chips themselves are 
made by pouring liquid Agar onto the molds; these are left to cure 15-20 min.  A general workflow for 
fabricating these Agar chips is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Fig. 2.  General workflow for producing Agar chips using soft lithography approach. (A) 
Foam plate (here replaced with aluminum weighing pans) and wooden coffee stirrers are 
starting materials for making the mold. (B) A negative mold (here a Y-channel) is made with 
desired features using double-sided tape. (C) Agar is poured onto the mold. (D) The molds 
with liquid material are left to cure 15-20 min.  
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The following procedure should be followed: 
1. Using double-sided tape and coffee stirrers, construct the desired shape molds on the aluminum 
weighing pans (the GSIs will provide you with sample molds). It is important to secure the entire 
length of each segment of the mold with tape, as any loose pieces can be displaced when the 
agar is added, thus ruining the chip. Arrange the channel(s) so that the entrances and exits are at 
the edges of the plate bottom. Label each mold with your group number. 
2. For each mold, 4.5 g of agar powder is added to 150 mL of boiling DI water (use a hot plate, 
stirring constantly with a stir bar).  To streamline the process, use 600 mL of water (1L glass 
beakers are provided for this purpose) and add 18 g of agar (this amount should be enough for 
four molds so repeat twice).  NOTE: as soon as the agar has been added and the solution is 
cooling, it will begin to thicken immediately, making transfer of the solution difficult if the chips are 
not ready for immediate pouring. 
3. SLOWLY pour the liquid agar into the molds prepared in steps 1-2.  Ensure that the coffee stirrers 
are covered completely.  Be careful – the solution and the beaker are hot – mittens are provided.  
4. Allow the filled molds to cool on the lab bench until they begin to set.  
5. At this point in time, the chips should be allowed to cure for 15-20 min.  At the end of the day, 
store your chips in the cold room (GSIs will show you where it is) for continued use in lab period 
2. 
4.2.  Characterization of Flow Regimes 
 
After your chips have cured, they can be peeled from the molds, and placed on fresh aluminum pans 
for your experiments.  It will be a little tricky to peel the chip without breaking it (however, you made 
more than one!), especially around the coffee stirrers.  Please use patience and care when peeling 
your chips. 
 
1. First, use a spatula to cut away the agar at the two inlets – this will allow you to insert the 
tubing from the peristaltic pumps easily (it can be laid down flat on the pan – make holes 
in the pans if needed.  Also, cut out a detection window towards the end of the mixing 
channel. 
2. Begin working with your Y channels.  Liquid flow is delivered at the “top” of the Y by using 
the peristaltic pumps you acquainted yourselves with in Experiment 1B (it is preferable to 
use the one you calibrated in Experiment #1 but you will also need to calibrate a second 
pump).  Set the knobs to deliver approx. 1 ml/min of solution (use pure water to calibrate, 
and make sure you measure the temperature and correct for density).  Flow rates in the 
range of 0.8-1.2 mL/min is a good place to start.  The tubings can be taped down with lab 
tape to improve robustness of the set-up.  Inject blue and red water slowly but evenly into 
the separate channels and observe the flow profile.  What happens where the red and 
blue fluids meet?  Do they mix in the channel?  Use the digital camera to document your 
observations.  The camera attaches to the computer and images can be stored there.   
3. The easiest way to manipulate Re is to change the viscosity.  Repeat the experiments 
above with methanol-based solutions (you can simply dilute the food color into methanol). 
4. In order to calculate Re for water and methanol (equation 1), the channel length (L) and 
the viscosity need to be determined.  Use a ruler to determine L.  For viscosity 
determination, viscometers and stop watches are available.  Please consult the available 
data sheet to correct for the particular geometry of the viscometer you choose (they are 
not all the same).  Please perform multiple measurements for determination of standard 
deviation. 
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NOTE: The available viscometers measure kinematic rather than dynamic viscosity (µ in equation 
1).  Kinematic viscosity (v) relates to dynamic viscosity as: ν = µ/r in which r is the liquid density.  
Thus, the Re equation can be simplified to: 
Re = LV/ν  
– this rearrangement eliminates the need to determine r! 
5. Perform the same experiments (red and blue water and methanol solutions) for your 
zigzag channels, document any differences compared with the Y-channel results. 
4.3. On-chip Detection of Salicylate 
 
One advantage of microfluidic devices is that, e.g., sample manipulation, separation, and detection 
can all occur on the chip.  We will investigate whether detection of salicylate via complexation with 
iron(III) (see Experiment 2) can be performed on your chip.  Ideally, if you found conditions in part 2 
where mixing occurred (i.e., channel design, flow rate), those conditions should be used to mix the 
salicylate and iron(III) solutions on the chip.  If such conditions were not found, please make a single 
channel design to infuse premixed solutions for generation of a calibration curve.   
 
Similar to Experiment 2, prepare five standard solutions of sodium salicylate in deionized water.  Use 
a 100 ml volumetric flask to prepare an initial stock solution of 100 mM (0.1 M) of sodium salicylate.  
You should weigh out sodium salicylate so you will know the exact molarity after you dilute the 
volumetric flask to mark.  By dilution in appropriate volumetric flasks, prepare standards of 10 mM, 25 
mM, 40 mM, 60 mM and 75 mM. 
 
If mixing was achieved on the chip in part 2, use the chip design/conditions that allowed mixing and 
infuse your salicylate solutions into one channel while you are infusing acidic 10 mM ferric nitrate 
solution (stock in lab) into the other.  If mixing was not achieved on the chip, mix 100 µL of each 
salicylate solution with 10 mL ferric nitrate solution and then infuse this mixture into the single channel 
design.  For either scenario, it is very important to start with the lowest concentration as there is some 
color carry-over in the chip.   Document each concentration with the digital camera.  
 
For RGB color analysis of the resulting images, the freeware ImageJ from the NIH is used.  Open the 
ImageJ program on your computer and find the image you want to analyze (File→Open→Find your 
picture).  Then select an area you want to analyze – make sure this area is well within the channel for 
best results.  For analysis, select plugins→analyze→measure RGB.  This command will provide five 
different values: a mean red (R), a mean green (G), and a mean blue (B), an average of the three, 
and a grayscale brightness.  Write down these values in your lab notebook.  Because the iron(III)-
salicylate complex is purple, red and blue color is likely most representative (red(mean) + 
blue(mean))/2) but you should also attempt to use just blue and just red.  For generation of a 
calibration curve, plot RB(average), R, or B vs. concentration.  
 
5.  Lab Data Report 
1. Describe the expected effects of channel geometry (Y vs. zigzag) on color mixing on the chip and 
how mixing relates to laminar vs. turbulent flow. 
 
2. Provide example photographs of liquid flow in the Y- and zigzag channel chips and describe the 
observations. 
 
3. Report Re values for the water and methanol solutions. 
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4. Describe your iron(III)-salicylate experiments – was mixing feasible on the chip?  If not, discuss 
changes you could do to the chip design to facilitate mixing. 
 
5.  Show your iron(III)-salicylate calibration curve and discuss pros and cons of the procedure you 
used in Experiment 2 vs. the one you used here. 
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5.6.1 Pre-lab Questionnaire 
 
CHEM 242 Lab Questionnaire     Section (Day/Time): 
 
Please circle the number that best describe you. 
 
Statements Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
I have heard of microfluidics and I am 
aware of some of the applications of 
microfluidics. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I know the advantages of microfluidics 
devices in analytical techniques. 5 4 3 2 1 
I am familiar with the terms laminar flow, 
turbulent flow, and diffusion in the context 
of fluid dynamics. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I have heard of Reynolds number (Re) and 
I know what information I can obtain from 
this number. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I am able to list the factors that govern the 
mixing of two fluids in a micro-channel. 5 4 3 2 1 
I can design a microfluidics chip that 
produces mixing of two fluids via 
turbulence primarily. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I can design a microfluidics chip that 
produces mixing of two fluids via diffusion 
primarily. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I understand the concept and importance 
of calibration curve in analytical 
techniques. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I can report the concentration of an 
unknown sample confidently. 5 4 3 2 1 
I can explain microfluidics to my peers. 5 4 3 2 1 
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5.6.2 Post-lab Questionnaire 
 
CHEM 242 Lab Questionnaire     Section (Day/Time): 
 
Please circle the number that best describe you. 
 
Statements Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
 Disagree 
I have heard of microfluidics and I am 
aware of some of the applications of 
microfluidics. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I know the advantages of microfluidics 
devices in analytical techniques. 5 4 3 2 1 
I am familiar with the terms laminar flow, 
turbulent flow, and diffusion in the context 
of fluid dynamics. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I have heard of Reynolds number (Re) and 
I know what information I can obtain from 
this number. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I am able to list the factors that govern the 
mixing of two fluids in a micro-channel. 5 4 3 2 1 
I can design a microfluidics chip that 
produces mixing of two fluids via 
turbulence primarily. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I can design a microfluidics chip that 
produces mixing of two fluids via diffusion 
primarily. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I understand the concept and importance 
of calibration curve in analytical 
techniques. 
5 4 3 2 1 
I can report the concentration of an 
unknown sample confidently. 5 4 3 2 1 
I can explain microfluidics to my peers. 5 4 3 2 1 
 
 
1. Did you find the CHEM 242 Microfluidics laboratory interesting? Did this lab help you in learning 
microfluidics or deepening your understanding in this technology if you are already familiar with it? 
 
 
 
 
2. Any aspects of the lab you liked or disliked about? What improvements could we do to enhance your 
experience in this lab? 
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusions and Future Outlook 
 
6.1 Summary of Results 
 
This dissertation presents negative-ion mode mass spectrometric methods to 
investigate RNAs and their complexes with small molecules or proteins. In Chapter 2, a 
mechanism for negative-ion electron capture dissociation (niECD) of RNA was 
proposed. This mechanism follows the gas-phase zwitterion theory in which the 
nitrogenous bases are protonated and the phosphate backbone is deprotonated, 
producing semi-complementary dʹ and wʹ ions. Electron capture occurs at the 
nitrogenous bases at different efficiencies; purine bases capture electrons more 
efficiency than their pyrimidine counterparts and form a much more stable radical 
species. As charge state increases, it becomes more difficult for gas-phase anions to 
capture an electron due to Coulomb repulsion, thus decreasing niECD efficiency. 
Proton-transfer reactions combined with niECD were demonstrated as a means of 
charge reduction, thus enhancing niECD performance.  
 In Chapter 3, we examined the effect of conventional electrospray solution on an 
RNA hairpin construct. Upon ESI from native-like solvent (10 mM ammonium acetate) 
and methanol-containing solvent (up to 50%), identical charge state distributions were 
generated, suggesting that methanol (in this range) has a small effect on the overall 
RNA conformation. Replica-exchange molecular dynamics sampled a wide range of 
hairpin conformations for given charge states. At lower charge states (5- and 6-), the 
RNA adopts a globular collapsed structure, owing to self-solvation. The 7- charge state 
showed retention of a hairpin, adopting a conformation that most closely resembles the 
native structure present in solution. Ligand binding assays with paromomycin, for 
example, in the presence of varied methanol content resulted in strongest binding at 0% 
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methanol (KD value of 64 + 6 nM). However the KD value remained within one standard 
deviation up to 50% methanol, suggesting that the binding site is mainly unperturbed 
upon addition of methanol. Ligand binding assays at varied pH values showed strongest 
binding (lowest KD value) at neutral pH. 
 Chapter 4 explored RNA-centric approaches for determining interaction sites 
within RNA-peptide complexes. Collisional activation provides full sequence coverage of 
the RNA moiety within RNA-peptide complexes while disrupting non-covalent 
interactions within the complex and thus loosing site-specific information. On the other 
hand, niECD in combination with supplemental IR activation provides sufficient 
sequence coverage while not disrupting non-covalent interactions. Here, we also 
presented a method for selectively identifying RNA-peptide crosslinks within a peptide 
mixture as phosphate containing molecules (such as RNA) selectively dissociates upon 
IR irradiation with 10.6 µm photons.  
 Finally, in Chapter 5, a 2- week (8 hours total) microfluidics laboratory experiment 
for an undergraduate analytical chemistry course was developed and optimized. 
Students are introduced to the concepts of soft lithography as they design and 
characterize their own agar-based microfluidic chips. Students learn about the 
fundamentals of fluid dynamics as they approach the challenge of mixing in microfluidic 
channels. By varying solvent viscosity and channel geometries, terms that govern the 
Reynolds number, students are able to optimize channel and solvent conditions that 
promote optimal mixing within a channel. In the second week of the experiment, the 
optimal chip geometry is used to quantify the concentration of salicylic acid in complex 
with iron (III) via colorimetric analysis.  
 
6.2 Future Work and Development 
 
6.2.1 Expanding the Utility of PTR/niECD to Larger Ions  
 
The performance of negative ion electron capture dissociation (niECD) is dependent on 
the precursor ion charge state.1,2 As charge state increases, it becomes more difficult 
for gas-phase anions to capture electrons due to Coulomb repulsion, thus decreasing 
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niECD efficiency. Methods, therefore, must be developed and implemented to reduce 
charge states in order to improve niECD efficiency for electrosprayed large ions. Ion-ion 
reactions, such as proton transfer reactions (PTR) with tandem mass spectrometry, 
have been demonstrated to expand the structural characterization of proteins. In 
Chapter 2, we demonstrated the utility of PTR/niECD for RNA hexamers and an 11-mer 
sequence. We seek to expand this strategy to larger ions and more biologically relevant 
systems, such as A-site/aminoglycoside complexes. As shown in Figure 6.1, efficient 
PTR of the 4- charge state of the 27-mer A-site construct results in 3- and 2- charge 
states. PTR increases signal abundance of electrospray-generated ions with m/z ratios 
beyond 3,000 in a 7-T FT-ICR mass spectrometer; an m/z range that should be ideal for 
niECD, resulting in sequence informative ions and ultimately the elucidation of binding 
sites.  
 
Figure 6.1. ESI-PTR mass spectra of a 27-mer RNA oligonucleotide anion. Upon PTR 
of the quadrupole-isolated, quadruply deprotonated species, triply and doubly 
deprotonated species at high m/z values are observed. PTR reagent was accumulated 
for 500 ms. Data collected on a solariX-XR FT-ICR mass spectrometer, at Bruker 
Daltonics (Billerica, MA), equipped with an ETD module for PTR and a ParaCell3 for 
mass analysis. * denotes noise peaks. 
 
6.2.2 Further Interrogation of RNA Conformations in the Gas Phase 
 
Native mass spectrometry has been shown to be effective in preserving protein 
solution-phase structure into the gas phase.4 Protein complexes and protein interaction 
networks have been studied extensively in this manner. Memory of the solution-phase 
structure has allowed mass spectrometry to accurately determine biologically relevant 
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structures. Much less is known about the fate of nucleic acids through the electrospray 
process although recent studies have begun to investigate this process.5 In the absence 
of bulk solvent, nucleic acids self-solvate, resulting in much more compact globular 
conformations. Similar results are presented in Chapter 3, where the lower charge 
states of a model RNA hairpin adopted more compact structures. These structures are 
not indicative of the native structure observed in solution. While replica exchange 
molecular dynamics (REMD) samples a wide conformational space, this method is 
highly dependent on charge location. In order to more accurately sample gas-phase 
conformations, a broader range of charge locations must be considered. The limited 
range of structures sampled so far may provide a rationale for the discrepancy in 
collisional cross sections observed for the low (5- and 6-) and high charge states (9-) 
observed in Chapter 3 compared with the experimentally determined ones. Gaining 
improved insight into RNA gas-phase conformation will allow us to better understand 
the biological relevancy of the lower charge states and ultimately use negative-ion mode 
ion mobility and mass spectrometry methods to study other classes of RNAs (e.g., 
noncoding RNA complexes).  
 
6.2.3 Negative-Ion Mode RNA-Centric Mass Spectrometry for Revealing 
Interaction Sites within RNA-Protein Complexes  
 
Interaction sites within RNA-protein complexes have been examined by mass 
spectrometry via solution-phase crosslinking strategies.6 Crosslinking is achieved, e.g., 
by UV irradiation of brominated RNA (uracils are replaced with bromo-uracil). At ~312 
nm, highly reactive uracilyl radicals are produced, which react and form covalent bonds 
with protein side chains of closest vicinity. The subsequent crosslinked complex is 
digested with proteases (typically trypsin) and nucleases (typically RNase T1 and 
RNase A) in order to form crosslinks of peptides and mono-, di-, or tri- nucleotides 
(Figure 6.2). Crosslinks are analyzed via LC-MS/MS and the observed fragmentation 
patterns are compared with a control (non-crosslinked sample) in order to identify 
potential crosslinked peptides. The identified crosslinks are then compared to other 
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RNA-protein structural data when available. Urlaub and co-workers have used such 
workflows to successfully identify binding sites within RNA-protein complexes.7-12  
Although conventional techniques are powerful for the elucidation of binding sites 
from crosslinking data, limited information about the interaction site within the RNA is 
generated. As a result, a complementary, RNA-centric workflow is required. In the 
proposed workflow (Figure 6.2), after UV irradiation, the RNA moiety (tRNA) of a tRNA-
PRORP1 complex would be digested with just one nuclease in order to produce a larger 
RNA fragment relative to the conventional workflow. Digested crosslinks would be 
analyzed on an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos (which will be retrofitted with an IR laser). As 
proposed in Chapter 4, a data dependent acquisition (DIA) LC MS/MS approach would 
be used to flag and fragment RNA containing peptides in a single scan. The traditional 
workflow would be performed in a separate experiment to produce complementary 
crosslinking information (e.g., residue specific interactions within crosslinked peptides). 
RNA-protein interaction sites can then be compared to previous structural data.13    
Figure 6.2. Proposed workflows for the study of the tRNA-PRORP1 complex; (top) 
conventional workflow identifying crosslinking sites at the residue level on peptides 
whereas (bottom) proposes an RNA-centric approach for crosslink identification.   
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